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BC sponsors campus voter registration drive
By CYNTHIA HEANEY

Heights Assistant Copy Editor
Eighteen to twenty-four year olds
have the lowest voter registration
percentage of any age group in the
country.ln an effort to combat these
statistics, a student voter registration
drive will be held this week on the
Boston College campus.
Registration will be held on the
Tuesday,
dates:
following
September 20, in the McElroy lobby
from 10:00am to 12:00pm;
Tuesday, September 27, in
Edmonds Hall Lounge from 9:ooam
to 6:00pm; and Thursday,
September 29, in Edmonds Hall
Lounge from 9:ooam to 3:oopm.
Students who attend BC from out
of state can use their dorm or
off-campus addresses to register to

Massachusetts, said
MassPlßG's Campus Resource
Director Bill Wood. This will make
legal
them
residents
of
Massachusetts until they register
again.
MassPIRG is one of the groups
sponsoring the drive.
The deadline for registering in
Massachusetts for the November 8
election is October 11.
Presidential, state and local
candidates, as well as several
referendum questions, will be on
the ballot.
Those students who do not wish
to change theirresidences can write
to the Superintendent of Elections
in their home states to request
absentee ballots, said Wood.
"Students are affected by
financial aid and education
vote in

decisions which are decided by
elected representatives. Politicians
have no reason to take students into
account if students don't vote.
"BC students, for example, could
control part of the Newton and
Boston governments if they all
registered and voted together," said
Wood.
The Undergraduate Government
of Boston College is also sponsoring
the drive.
"People have the attitude that
they don't like the candidates so
they don't have to vote. But many
local politicians don't like BC?
they want to control activities such
as concerts and liquor licenses. It's
a matter of getting the students out
to vote for the right people," said
Matt Pye, UGBC President.
The other sponsor of the voter

registration

drive

is

the

Administration's Department of

Community Affairs.
"If we look at different
neighborhood groups, such as the
Allston-Brighton area, they have the
neighborhood and political support
on their side.

"If BC started to go out and pull
a few levers, the politicians would
realize this is not a one-sided issue.
This [voter registration] may create
a better atmosphere politically,"

said Bill Mills, Assistant Director of
Community Affairs.
A trip to the National Student
Conference on Voter Participation
in Washington, D.C. is also being
coordinated by MassPIRG.
The conference is being held the
weekend of September 30. It costs
$40 per person and is open to all
students. Those interested in
attending should contact either
Brian Murphy or Bill Wood at the
MassPIRG office. The deadline to
reserve spaces is this week.

Mass PIRG to confront
Pye on denied funding
By CHRIS KARAGHEUZOFF

Heights Assistant News Editor
Members of BC's MassPIRG
chapter may have quite a fight on
their hands.
UGBC President Matthew Pye's
administrative decision not to fund
BC's MassPIRG chapter could force
a host of letters and petitions to hit
the UGBC offices.
MassPlßG's Board of Directors
meets this weekend at Amherst
College, and will vote on what to
do about the problems facing the
BC chapter.

At the core of the MassPIRG
is the non-binding
student referendum held last
election, in which 58 percent of the
student body voted to allocate six
dollars of its student activity fee to
fund MassPIRG.
"MassPIRG at BC has a long
history as being one of the leading
chapters in the state, so MassPIRG
will probably elect to fight for the
implementation of the student
vote," said Wood.
BC's chapter has helped to run
and promote its voter registration
drive this semester. According to
Wood, however, no project work
argument

The Board, represented by can be done without funding.
"Every time that UGBC has
students from 31 schools, houses
three seats for BC's student questioned the funding of
representatives.
MassPIRG, the student body has
"MassPIRG is a student-directed, demonstrated levels of support that
student-funded organization. The convinced them that we should be

other students will have to decide
if they want to take on the battle at
BC," said Bill Wood, Campus
Resource Director.
Its option is to fight for funding
this year through petitions, letter
writing campaigns, and personal
contact with Pye. According to
Wood, it is likely that students will
pursue that option.
PC was not

able

to

a priority," said Wood.

According to Wood, students in
the chapter are upset that the
majority student vote taken last year
"is not being respected."
One thing is certain?last year's
battle for funding, that seemed to
culminate with the student
referendum?is likely to continue
throughout the semester.

obtain liquor licenses for Alumni Stadium (pictured) or the newly built Corrte forum.

Liquor license petition denied
By PATRICIA MCNERNY
Staff Writer

Heights

The Boston Licensing Board
rejected, on August 18 BC's
petition for a liquor license to serve
alcohol in Alumni Stadium and the
newlv built Svlvio O.Conte Forum.
BC petitioned to serve beer and
wine in the luxury boxes and the
function room. Alcohol would only
have been served to 728 persons at
special events; the license did not
include concession stands and
general seating.
The committee reviewing the
license unanimously opposed BC's
petition because they felt it was
"not appropriate" to combine
alcohol and sporting events, said
John T. Driscoll, Vice President for

Administration.
Among those voicing their
opposition were Reps. William

F. Galvin (D-Brighton), a BC
alumnus, and Eleanor Myerson
(D-Brookline); Counselor Brian J.
McLaughlin (Allston-Brighton);
Boston Police Officer Joseph
Parker, community service officer
for the area; and Judy Bracken of
the Mayor's Office of Neighborhood Services.
The opposition cited past alcohol
abuse by BC students and
off-campus problems. "The
community opposition certainly
played a great part" in their
rejection of BC's petition said
Driscoll.
Jane Pitt, an attorney representing
the Trustees of Boston College,
stressed that many of the
complaints did not relate to the
petition before the board.
The rejection of the special liquor
license has created complications
for university organization. Things

would have been "simplified if BC
provided the beer and wine," said
Driscoll, since limitations would
have been set more easily and the
University would have been
responsible for the ordering and
supplying.

Instead, each person who has
leased a luxury box will have to do
the ordering and delivery
individually.
BC must continue to petition for
one day licenses as in the past for
its special functions. "We will
follow the law and see how things
go on the opening of the Conte
Forum,"
said Driscoll.
The Forum opens for its first
hockey game on November 1. The
Athletic Department will be moving
in next month and things are going
according to schedule, said William
Flynn, Athletic Director.
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Sept. 19-23 Resumes are due for the first week of Campus
Recruiting. Workshops offered daily, sign up in Career
Center.
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UGBC Senate prepares for election process
By MATTHEW DILLON

Within the next few weeks, BC
students will be seeing and hearing
publicity about the upcoming
UGBC Senate elections. These
elections, which are open to all
Boston College students each fall,
hold more importance than many
students realize.
The UGBC Senate consists of at
least 20 members of the student
body representing all areas on
campus, as well as off-campus and
commuter students. The senate also
draws members from each of BC's
four undergraduate schools.
The senate meets periodically
throughout the semester and, under
leadership of its elected chairman,
votes on important issues and
concerns facing UGBC and the
student body as a whole.
Their responsibilities include
approving UGBC's budget, as well
as all appointments made by the
president. The senate may pass bills
amending UGBC's by-laws and
constitution, and may also work on
their own projects for improving
campus life.
According to UGBC Executive
Vice-President David McAuley,
preparations for this year's elections
are getting underway this week.

Three members of the executive
cabinet and three members of last
year's senate will form an election
committee to set dates and rules for
the election. After the committee
meets, publicity will go out

re-election to the senate this fall, the
senate needs to acquire more
motivating leaders in this election
to replace those who have
graduated. "Last year," Boyd says,
"we had no bad leaders. The ideas

"Last year we had no bad leaders. The ideas
were there, and the commitment was too."
?William Boyd, UGBC Senate member
encouraging students to run and to
vote.

McAuley would like to see the
process begun as soon as possible,
but he says he "wouldn't want to

jeopardize the election by rushing
it." He wants to be sure students
will have ample time for a
productive campaign.
Ultimately, McAuley would also
like to see elections moved to the
spring to coincide with the
presidential election. He feels that
a spring election would stabilize the
relations between the executive
cabinet and the senate. "They
would be much more likely to work
together," he says.
According to William Boyd, a
sophomore who is up for

would meet with students from
other area university governments
to discuss issues and exchange
ideas. The senate is also interested
in forming a communications
network for commuter students to
help them feel more informed and
less "alienated".
Boyd himself has worked on a
program to issue defense whistles
to freshman girls living on Upper
and Newton Campuses. Other
members of the senate, including

Ross Dobson, are working with ,
Boyd to acquire corporate
sponsorship for the prospective
program.
In general, Boyd says he hopes
that the upcoming election will
bring students to the polls to make
an educated vote. He says he
would like to see increasing
publicity and communication
within ail areas of UGBC, and
hopesfor continuing success for the
senate itself.

Students given outlet
in new complaint line

were there, and the commitment
was, too."
Boyd especially emphasized the
importance of an effective
chairman. Describing last year's
chairman, Jim Cantwell, as By INGRID SCHROFFNER
"phenomenal," Boyd hopes to see
him replaced by an impartial and
"I can't believe it," said Tony
knowledgeable chairman who is
Varona, Vice President for Student
"willing to work well with Matt Services. "Today is only the line's
[Pye]."
first formal day, and already I have
Concerning future plans for the gotten eight calls!".
senate itself, Boyd says he wants to
UGBC claims that the recently
see the positive programs started
invented Student Service Hotline is
under the Lum administration only part of the slogan "Open to
continue into this year.
your ideas" that the Pye
The senate began work last year administration has
put into action
on several programs such as a this year.
university alliance program in
"We hope to be both reactive
which UGBC representatives and proactive with our new branch Tony Varona, A&S '89
of student government for reaching policies, icy walks and pathways,
out to individuals," says Pye.
etc."
"On the other hand, our
He continues, "Through such
proactive/preventive
efforts consist
as
Hotline,
services
the
UGBC
Complaint reports, surveys, articles of meeting regularly with University
and forums, Student Services is able decision-making administrators to
to quickly react to problems help forecast future problems as
involving any aspect of campus life: well as propose solutions for curi.e., scarce parking, long lines at rent ones," said Varona.
dining halls, unfair housing
UGBC, page 18

Clubs gain exposure at
Student Activities Day
Dustbowl for the event represented
every aspect of the Boston College

By PEGGY ANN GOETZ

Heights Staff Writer
Club leaders were deluged on the
Dustbowl with signatures and
inquiries from perspective club
members at the annual Student
Activities Day, as a record number
of clubs registered with the Office
of Student Development to
participate in the event.
More than sixty groups were
involved in the mass membership
recruitment that Activities Day
promotes. Students, particularity
underclassmen, were exposed to
the wide variety of student activities
Students were busy signing up for the host of clubs and organizations represented on the Dustbowl during last
Friday's Student Activities Day.

available

at BC.

Groups with tables on the

Voices from Higgins Stairs

community.
The Computer Science Academy,
the Running Club, MassPIRG, the
College Republicans, Mendel Club,
the Film Board, and the Pro-Life
Coalition are just a sampling of
numerous organizations who were
on hand Friday promoting their
groups and recruiting members.
Activities Day proved especially
valuable for smaller, less
well-known groups wishing to
encourage interest in their activities.
"It's a great oportunity for smaller
clubs who don't get a lot of
exposure," commented Lynn
Dustbowl, page 25

by Andrea Munster and Judy Mello

What do you think is the purpose of the cement platform next to Higgins stairs?

Erin Shay

Mike Amoruso
SOM '90

SON '91

It's for watching people
trip down Higgins stairs.

It's an old

chamber.

Jesuit

torture

Chris Gildea
SOM '92
It's a picnic area,

Mark Walker, SOM '92
Jim Cramer, SOM '92
BC 5-0 detention area.

Maria Salomao
A&S '89
It's the site for a new
parking garage.
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Housing offered to BC graduate students
the graduates," said Robert F.
Capalbo, Director of Housing.
In response to this demand, BC
leased a dormitory building this
summer from LaSalle Junior
College, an all-women's college

By ALICIA SHERRY
Everybody wants housing. But

the waiting lists, like the lines at the
Bookstore and McElroy, seem
endless. For one group of students
at BC, however, there is not even
a waiting list for

on-campus

international students because
international mail is slow."

"The reaction is that they all like it...although
they would all prefer single rooms."

housing.
No, it is not the students who
already have housing. In fact, it is
a group of students who have never
had housing: the graduate students.

Robert F. Capalbo, Director of Housing

located about four miles from BC
in Auberdale.
The new dormitory, named
McClelland Hall, was offered to
every returning and accepted
graduate student as an alternative
housing possibility. Notice of the
purchase and availability of the
dormitory was mailed to each
graduate student, as well as to the

While the housing office has
alleviated many undergraduate
housing problems with the
constuction of the new Comm. Ave.
dorms, until recently no housing
has been available for graduate
students.
"There has been an articulated
demand for graduate housing by

I

faculty, administrators and graduate
program directors.
"The only group of students we
didn't mail letters to were the

Only 18 of the 70 spaces
available in the dormitory have
been filled thus far this semester.
Capalbo attributes this response to
the late date at which the dormitory
deal was completed and the fact
that international students could not
be informed prior to their return to

school.
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possess some quality that makes it
particularly appropriate that they be
honored by Boston College. In all
they
cases,
should have
demonstrated a record of
accomplishment consonant with
the ideals Boston College entertains
for itself and for the careers of its
students.
In order to help the committe with
the process of selecting the
nominations that will be forwarded
to the President and the Board of
Trustees, it is important that all
recommendations made to the
committee be accompanied by a
description of the nominee's
qualifications and, where possible,
other supporting documentation.
Nominations may be sent to Fr.
Duffy at Hopkins House or to any
other member of the committee.
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McClellan, page 23
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Although there are no kitchen
facilities, residents were given the

Fr. Duffy said that persons
nominated to receive honorary
degrees should be chosen from a
variety of walks of life, e.g.,
scholarship, the arts, religion,

analyze budgets and forecasts.
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said Martha Grady, a first year A&S
graduate student living in a single

Members of the Boston College
Community are being asked to help
decide who will receive honorary
degrees from the University at the
Commencement exercises in May.
A committee under the
chairmanship of Rev. Joseph P.
Duffy, S.J., will be accepting
nominations for honorary degree
candidates through October 5. The
committee includes the following
faculty members and administrators:
Benno Brenninkmeyer, Geology and
Geophysics; Donnah Canavan,
Psychology; Leonard R. Casper,
English; Joseph W. Constance,
University Archives, Marie McHugh,
Arts and Sciences; Ann F. Morgan,
Student Development; Francis J.
Nicholson, S.J., Law School;
Sherman A. Rosser, Undergraduate
Admissions; James A. Waters,
Graduate School of Management;
Frederick J. Zappala, Accounting. In
addition, the committee also
includes Natalie Fatica and David
McCauley, two UGBC student

HOLLY A. VAN DEURSEN

SUSAN KRUSE

GRANT JONES

"It's very adequate. It satisfies the
commuting problem. It's clean and
efficient and it's close to school,"

Nominations sought
for degree candidates

'The timing was not good. Many
'

CARLOS SOSA

graduates had already made plans."
However, according to Capalbo,
the response of those who accepted
housing at McClellan Hall has been
very positive. "The reaction is that
they all like it..although they would
all prefer single rooms," said
Capalbo.
The dormitory has 10 single
rooms and 30 double rooms.
Completely furnished, each room
also includes a refrigerator provided
by BC. There are two lounges on
each floor, as well as a central
lounge with television and study
areas for the entire dormitory.
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Pye cannot be deaf to the majority voice
BC students in MassPIRG do
important work that spans beyond
the walls of this campus. While it
is true that much of the funds are
used to work on community and
state projects, MassPlßG's work

By CHRIS KARAGHEUZOFF
Heights Assistant News Editor

NEWS COMMENTARY
Last semester students voted in a
"non-binding" referendum to
increase their refundable fee to
MassPIRG from two to three dollars
per semester.

affects us all. MassPIRG fights for
rights
consumer
and for

environmental protection.

Fifty-eight percent of those who
voted in the April election voted not
only to allow MassPIRG to continue
to involve students in social issues
that took them beyond the BC
campus, but to increase their
funding.
This semester, if refusing to fund
PIRG, then the Pye administration
will redefine the word majority. In
its place is a word that sounds much

like the word, but takes on an
altogether different meaning. That

word is priority.
It was obvious that in the last
election MassPIRG was not a Pye
priority. However, Pye stated that
he did support MassPlßG's right to
remain at BC because it is
student-run.
With UGBC facing a deficit this
semester, Pye's priorities will be
substituted for the will of the
majority. That simply is not fair.

However, the issue is not one of
MassPIRG support. Whether you
support PIRG or not, you have to
support the implementation of a
student vote. Indeed, the issue is
simple: 58 percent of those who
voted wanted to see PIRG remain
here on campus and voted to
increase its funding.
Now, an administration's
personal priority threatens to negate
the will of the student body and
make a mockery ot the process that
got this administration elected.
You or I may believe that the
majority of the student body does
not support PIRG. However, we
have to be concerned with the

voices of those students who took
the time to express their concern for
BC by voting. Otherwise, using that
type of warped logic, we may as
well say that it is possible that the
majority of the student body does
not want to see Pye as its President.
A very important thing happened
in the last election. While 58
percent of the student body voted
to support PIRG, another group
called SAFF (Students Against
Forced Funding) campaigned for
what they believed in. This
included a "no" to an increase in
funding.
While SAFF's ideas did not gain
enough support to stop funding
PIRG, a decision by this
administration not to fund PIRG
makes SAFF the loser again. Why?
The answer isn't as off-the-wall as
you might think.
Students who did not support
MassPIRG had the right to a refund
of their six dollars during the
second semester. They had the right

to deny their support of MassPIRG
by taking their six dollars back.
Now, where will that six dollars be
going? It will help pay for a UGBC

deficit and to contribute to other

be more equitable.
No matter

what, a President is

Pye administration "priorities."
entrusted to carry out the will of the
Thirty-one schools in the state majority of its students. The issue
have PIRG chapters. Right now, BC is not one of MassPIRG support.
may reduce that number to thirty. Those who are ambivalent toward
A referendum that asked for not PIRG cannot be about this, for this
only a confirmation of student is an issue of respect for the student
support for PIRG's work, but an voice.
increase of two dollars, may prove
We have to disagree with what
to have been pointless.
Pye is planning, regardless of our
Being UGBC President is no easy feelings toward PIRG. It's tough for
job. A deficit can force decisions a UGBC President to make budget
that sometimes we do not like. cuts. It's even tougherfor a student
However, budgeting involves give body to support a UGBC President
and take. Most other programs Pye who ignores its will.
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mathematical and statistical functions you'll need to get ahead in
school and in your career.
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Make a difference

?

Tommy Kurtz

register to vote

One of the first lessons taught in every American Civics class is that
our government is a democracy and is based on a system of checks and

balances.

The most important principle of a democratic society is the social
responsibility of each citizen to vote for officials to represent them in
government.

This principle is especially relevant this election year. The resentment
towards Boston College has grown steadily in the past few years. It has
reached critical proportions this year, as witnessed by the denial of a liquor
license for the Conte Forum, and a withdrawl of a broad-based
entertainment license for athletic and social events. It has gotten harder
and harder for Boston College to get permits for new buildings and

renovations.
The time has come for Boston College students to excercise their rights
and voice their opinions.
It has become obvious that city and state officials only respond to the
loudest voices, be it the minority or the majority.
BC students must actively take a stand in the running of their government,
but the only way to do this is to vote.
The BC administration knows the power of a large student-voter turnout
and have taken positive steps in making voting as easy as possible. They
have arranged for a registrar to be on campus on three separate days:
September 20, 27 and 29 (see story page 1).
Any student, 18 and over, is allowed to register to vote in Massachusetts
if they have an address (dorm room or apartment) in the state. Students
who are from Massachusetts may either register from Boston College or

from their home town.
Registering from Massachusetts does not affect financial aid awards, and
any student can change their registration back to their home state after
the election.
It is of vital importance for every student to take five minutes to register
to vote for the November Bth election, for only then will our elected officials
sit up and take notice of the power that BC students hold.
BC students can no longer afford to sit back and watch the process, we
have to get involved before its too late.

More under 21 programming needed
Boston College officials have been deluged with complaints from angry
neighbors for the past two weeks.
This may seem like nothing new but it has, incredibly, gotten worse.
After a great improvement in off-campus complaints last year, students'
behavior has deteriorated to its present state.
There is no simple answer or solution to the problem, except to provide
events for students on campus. The majority of the problems off campus
come from students who are under 21 who are looking for something
to occupy their time.
UGBC and Dining Services two years ago attempted to ease this problem
with the Pub series in Walsh, where students of drinking age could socialize
with students who were not of legal age. But that is no more, because
it was not administered properly and minors were served alcohol.
Although alcohol has become a part of the average college student's
social life, the administration and the UGBG should try to implement other,
more creative activities that do not center around alcohol.
Weekly programming, not just one-time events, should be created that
will keep BC students on campus and out of the neighborhoods of
Brookline and Brighton looking for alcohol and creating trouble.

Heights

PULSE not Pye's priority
To the Editor:

In an essay on St. Augustine and
his age, Christopher Dawson
remarked upon the startling increase
in
the
number
of
government-endowed holidays
proclaimed by the imperial rulers of
Rome as the empire's doom
approached. While the state fell
apart, its nominal rulers plied the
people with bread and circuses.
In the fall of 1988, I find a
parallel
admittedly
much
diminished to the Roman folly in
the conduct of the Pye
Administration. Now the student
government does face financial
difficulties not of its making. But its
methods of addressing these
difficulties and the end results of
these methods are decidedly its own
and it is these methods and these
results which warrant comparison
with an earlier, grander folly.
The Pye administration severed all
funding to programs and activities
which enjoyed partial university
funding, notably PULSE, the
institutional membership at the
Museum of Fine Arts and the Faculty
?

Review Editor
Ailun Park

the

?

Fellows program. There's a certain
logic to that decision but the
decision was taken (a) without
consultation with the affected
parties and, once finalized, (b) no
notice of the decision was given.
Apparently, the grapevine rather
than the phone call, the letter or the
personal appearance ?is the
preferred mode of communication
in the new administration.
Having unburdened itself of these
financial obligations, what nobler
obligations did the government
undertake? The list is not yet
complete but here is a partial
scorecard: a Casino Night during
orientation, two comedians, a
Livingston Taylor concert and a
hoped-for appearance by Oliver
North.
Am I alone in seeing these funded
priorities as a contemporary version
of bread and circuses? Has
government's major purpose
become
the retailing
of
entertainment?
Quo vadis, Matthew?
?

Richard Carroll Keeley
Director, PULSE

'Last Temptation of
Christ' a blasphemy?
To the Editor:
As I read Frank Campbell's "quick
rundown" of the merits of the film,
The Last Temptation of Christ, one
comment immediately struck me,
"...despite the publicity, far from
blasphemous." Does this statement
come from one who knows the
teaching of Christ well? Or, better
yet, the meaning of blasphemous?
The Last Tempatation is billed as an
innovative interpretation of the life
and miracle that is reputed to be
Christ, which in itself makes this
movie controversial to many
Christians. An adequate treatment of
this film would require a rather
lengthy essay, but for the sake of
brevity, I will address the central
theme to be followed by some brief
general comments.
The "last temptation"of Christ is,
of course, that of theflesh raising
a family and enjoying the pleasures
of the body. Taken alone these may
be commendable guiding principles
for almost all mankind. I would
howeverdraw attention to the order
of temptations as presented by the

a normal and lonß life, and after he
has discovered his error at the
conclusion of the movie.
Christ's choice
in
this
"interpretation" was not at all self
sacrificial or noble. This is
blasphemous.
To speak to Mr.Campbell's
comment directly, to blaspheme
means simply to speak, act,
or write contemptuously of God. I
imagine that this also includes to
make a contemptuous movie about
Christ.

The ostensible aim, and stated
purpose, of this film was to make
God more accessible and relevant to
a modern audience. To make God
more accessible and relevant to a
modern audience Scorsese, et al,
obviously believed that they had to
make God more human. That is to
say, they made him prone to the
same flaws and weaknesses. But far
worse, Scorsese made God ignoble,
or morally weak.
Perhaps it is true to say that we no
longer aspire to great things, or hold
anything sacred, but may it now be
creators of this film.
The temptation of the flesh is said of us that we wish to level
presented, in the desert temptation everything? To lower God to human
scene, as the first, and ostensibly standards, or arguably reprehensible
lowest form of temptation. It is human standards, is to reproach
followed by earthly power and him, and another way of saying, to
finally divine power or knowledge. blaspheme.
On a lighter note, I would just like
Christ does not succumb to the
to round out my opinion on this
advances of Satan in the desert.
On the cross, Christ is again "...great, but ..important film." Who
tempted by Satan, in the guise of a did the casting? Nothing was done
very young and beautiful female to mask Harvey Keitel's New York
"archangel," with the first accent? Why do all the Romans
temptation. Jesus succumbs. This seem to have a British accent? Why
borders on the profane to a believer are ail the women in this film of easy
in Christ and leads us into a virtue? Is there any message in all of
consideration of Christ's choice.
this? Is Scorsese propagating
Christ does not simply dream that stereotypes?
he is to remain man, as the
I would argue that he has opted
defenders of this film claim, rather to
shock
and
entertain
he actually chooses to live as man meretriciously. All of this is
and only after he realizes that he has especially disenchanting to one
been "tricked" by Satan does he who expected this movie to live up
repent and beg a return to the cross to its billing of Ist century Palestine.
to die for man.
How could one seriously argue that
The truly controversial aspect of this film is great?
this film is not that he "dreams" of
All of the characters, except
having sex with Mary Magdalene. It perhaps Christ, are little betterthan
is that he actually chooses, or is at caricatures. But alas, there may be
least relieved, to be human. Now one redeeming quality to this
one may argue that he does not film
its special effects. I mean
actually live a human life
he only who would have ever thought of
imagines it. This is a matter of representing Satan as a natural gas
interpretation.
leak? Please, let's get real.
What is decisive is that Christ does
I wish to conclude only by asking
imagine a human life long enough, others who have seen this movie:
long enough to feel all of the Was Dafoe's performance really
pleasures and pains associated with beautiful? Maniacal certainly,
a human life including his own disturbing yes, but beautiful?
natural death. Christ only chooses
to die on the cross after he has lived
John F. Fitzgerald
?

?

?
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Campaign Commentary

/

Tommy Kurtz

Neither candidate addresses real issues

More than a year and a half ago
governor Mario Cuomo of New York
said before the National Press Club
that the political party that somehow
connected the idea of civic
responsibility with a well-thoughtout public-private approach to this
nation's domestic problems would
win the 1988 election.
So far neither candidate has really
addressed any of the serious
domestic issues this country faces.
Instead, the 1988 presidential
campaign has consisted of constant
attacks and debates over the
ridiculous question of which
candidate is more patriotic and who
can better salute the American flag.
The 1988 election will probably
go down in the history books as one
of the most boring. The campaign
has been uninteresting mainly
because both candidates are
unappealing and do not have the
charisma of past presidential
candidates.

In fact, a recent CBS poll revealed
that out of those voting for either
Bush or Dukakis, fifty percent voted
for their candidate because they
strongly disliked the opposition.
That is not a good sign for a probable
voter turnout. Consequently, many
pollsters believe that this election
might have the lowest voter turnout
in decades.
Although Bush is ahead by eight
percentage points in recent polls,
Dukakis should pick up a few points
after the debates. Dukakis'
carefully-chosen
monotone,
vocabulary should win over Bush's
nervous, withdrawn, often-confused
(Bush's recent remark about Pearl
Harbor day) diction. However, for
both candidates, it is their own
election to lose since the campaign
is in a virtual dead heat, but it seems
as though both candidates are afraid
to rock the boat.
The best thing going for Dukakis
is a good record of public-private

approaches in the Commonwealth
to many issues such as education,
day care, and health care. Dukakis,
however, has not brought these
accomplishments much to light. He
continually prides himself as a great
manager, citing the "Massachusetts
Miracle," but it was really under the
King administration that the
"miracle," the transformation of
route 128 from the mechanical to
the high-tech industry, took place.
In addition, most of the growth has
actually been the result of defense
money given to high-tech firms for
research from the Reagan
administration.
In addition, while Dukakis has
been in office, taxes have been
raised and, until very recently,
Massachusetts was facing a deficit.
Dukakis, in order to prevent an
embarrassing deficit from emerging
during the campaign, had to cut
during the summer various social
programs, the same programs he

Commentary / Daniel P. McConnell

Qualye-bashing not justified
Allegations criticizing Indiana
Senator Dan Quayle as unqualifed
to be vice president of the United
States are little more than
hypocritical quail droppings made
by desperate liberals fearing
Republican victory in November.
A quick glance back into
twentieth century American history
shows the nomination of Senator
Quayle as the 1988 Republican vice
presidential candidate not without
historical precedent.
In 1900, at the age of forty-two,
Theodore Roosevelt was nominated
by the Republican party as their vice
presidential nominee.Then, in 1920,
at the age of thirty-eight, Teddy"s
cousin, Franklin D. Roosevelt, was
nominated by acclamation as
the Democratic party"s vice
presidential nominee. And, in 1960,
Massachusetts Senator John F.
Kennedy was elected to the
presidency at the age of forty-three.
Furthermore, the United State"s
Constitution states in article 11,
section 1 that "No person except a
natural born citizen of the United
States, at the time of the adoption of
this Constitution, shall be eligible to
?

?

the Office of President, neither shall
any person be eligible to that office
who shall not have attained to the
age of thirty-five years, and been
fourteen years a resident within the
United States."

Senator Dan Quayle is forty-one.
But certainly there must be more
to electing a public servant than just
that person"s age. In this respect, can
we accept Sen. Quayle"sfour years
in the House of Representatives and
eight years in the Senate as ample
qualifications to be vice president?
If not, then why were only six
years in the House and the same
amount of time in the Senate
enough to qualify then Senator John
F. Kennedy for election to the
presidency in 1960?
Can this criticism of Sen.
Quayle' s "lack of experience"
indicate a double standard for
electing youthful Republican
candidates to high office?

Let's look further.
Should Sen. Quayle be ineligible
for the Republican vice presidential
nomination based upon his past
academic performance? Well it
seems to do so would once again

recklessly disregard historical
precedent.

Both Prime Minister Winston

Churchill and President Lyndon

Johnson were
students. Yet

compare

to

decidedly poor

don"t
disastrous

even they

the

academic performance of one of our
greatest leaders, Franklin Delano

Roosevelt.

Korean war, Mr. Dukakis had twice
deferred his draft into the army. Yet
once the war was finally over and he
earned his law degree, Mr. Dukakis
finally asked tobe drafted, where he

While enrolled at a private prep
school in Groton, Massachusetts,
young Franklin's grades "averaged was obliged and served honorably
about a C (D was failing)," according
in postwar Korea.
to historian James MacGregor Bums.
So what about all this influence
Later, while attending Harvard peddling stuff?
University, "Roosevelt was largely
Well, I think it"s fair to say that if
indifferent to his studies," J. Danforth Quayle ran for the Senate
maintaining a "Gentleman C" as simply J. Danforth, he would have
average, notes Burns.
had a much better chance of
"Not one of his letters home winning than if twenty-one year old
Kennedy
for
reflectjed] interest in the intellectual Patrick
ran
side of Harvard beyond meeting Providence"s 9th district as simply
course requirements and cramming
Patrick Anybody.
for examinations."
Clearly we must continue to insist
Finally, after finishing Columbia that our candidates for public office
Law School,FDß failed the Bar seven
be of the highest integrity and of the
times.
greatest moral character. Yet one
But despit these "stubborn things" must acknowledge that it is not
(facts), critics of Sen. Quayle still without ample historical precedent
deem him unqualified for the vice that a seemingly young and
presidency and cite his joining the inexperienced public servant with a
Indiana National Guard while less than studious past be chosen as
during the height of the Vietnam war a major party"s vice presidential
as evidence. They believe his desire nominee. And history has shown
to go to law school, which the that these seemingly unqualified
joining of the national guard candidates have proven themselves
enabled him to do, was a flagrant act to be distinguished American
of peddling influence to dodge the leaders.
draft.
It is with this acknowledgment
Like all the others, these
that
I suggest an alternative, perhaps
allegations are truly preposterous.
clandestine
motive behind those
plainly
The facts
show that
who criticize Sen. Quayle as unfit
absolutely no influence was needed
by Mr. Quayle if any could have for the vice presidency.
With thecloseness of this election
been used to enter the Indiana
National Guard.
so apparent, I believe the zeal with
General Ahner, who personally which the Democrats have
swore Dan Quale into the Indiana
demonstrated to regain the White
National Guard on May 19, 1969 House has turned into an obsession.
And with such fanaticism, those in
told NBC News last month that in
the liberal media who prescribe to
1969 he personally checked the
personnel section of the guard, "and the Democraf's agenda have pulled
[found] they had some vacancies." out all the stops in attempting to
prejudice the American public
The General later added, "Oh yes,
against
the Republicans via attacks
we had to be sure we had a
on
Sen. Quayle.
vacancy."
While it is important to be aware
But to prove to those who believe
General Ahner was secretly of a candidate"s past so as to best
judge his or her future effectiveness
employed by Dan Quayle"s father
public office, the political guerilla
such
in
remarks,
at the time he made
warfare
by
son
that was unleashed upon
defending
and thus
his
would
keep his job, Mr. Ahner"s comments Sen. Quayle has no place in
presidential politics.
are corroborated by the National
Guard itself, which issued a report
As voters, we must turn the focus
late last month indicating that on of this presidential campaign away
May 19, 1969, "four vacancies from the sleazy rumors that resulted
existed in the headquarters in the "Dan Quayle controversy"
detachment" of lndiana"s National and back onto forcing each party"s
Guard.
candidates to address the tough
issues facing this country. Finally, we
It is interesting to note, though,
the
only
that
after the issue of Sen.
electorate must implore the
liberal
press to properly deliver each
military
Quayle"s
service came to
presidential
the forefront of the
candidate's reaction to these issues
campaign did any information so as to better equip us with the
regarding the military record of unbiased information so necessary
Governor Michael Dukakis. It seems in helping us choose which
that in order to further his higher candidates bring America into the
education during the height of the next decade.

often brags about, to balance the
budget. Surely this questions
Dukakis' role as a great manager.
Dukakis' biggest detriment,
though, is his lack ofexperience on
foreign policy and international
issues, a very vulnerable spot that
Bush has carefully played upon.

Reagan's shadow because he cannot
form his own identity. In fact, Bush
has not won an election by himself
since 1968 (one election he lost to
Lloyd Bentsen, ofall people, back in
Texas).

What this election reveals is that
no one really promising ran this

'Whoever

is elected will have many
insurmountable problems; a growing federal
deficit, a trade deficit, a massive third world debt,
a struggling middle class.
'

.

Bush's approach is clever. Bush is
doing exactly what Reagan did in
1980 and 1984: appealing to the
people's base instincts by arousing
theirfears about the American name
and American patriotism. Defense,
however, should be one of the last
issues to be discussed since Reagan
has significantly strengthened our
forces over the last eight years.
By arousing people'sfears on the
patriotism issue, though, Bush has
been able to avoid talking about
many of the great domestic issues
that have mounted underdie Reagan
administration. Because of this, Bush
should receive many of the so-called
"Reagan Democrat" voters, which
constitute a large swing vote, by
continuing to talk about defense. It
is a shame that most Americans can
not read between the lines and

.

time. But why? Many of the
promising politicians didn't run,
namely Mario Cuomo and Bill
Bradley, just to name a few. Do they
know something we don't? Are the
next four years going to be
disastrous? Whoever is elected will
have many insurmountable
problems: a growing federal deficit,
a trade deficit, a massive third-world
debt, a struggling middle class,
various family issues, the drug war,
and manyof the other social ills this
country faces.
The American people are looking
for a change in direction, not a
drastic change, but a certain change
in the approach governmentshould
respond to domestic issues.
Reagan's revolution was really a

counter-revolution to past decades
of government involvement in social
demand the candidates to address issues. But what the '80s have
the real issues.
revealed is that people do believe in
On the question of Bush's the idea of civic responsibility. The
qualifications, Bush has been "trickle down" theory has not
around Washington for many years worked. Problems do not take care
and, in terms of experience, easily of themselves without some
surpasses Dukakis, especially with incentives. Reagan's quest to get the

his involvement as head of the CIA
and his last eight years as
vice-president. Interestingly, though,
Bush's background, especially when
he was head of the CIA, has recently
been questioned.
A committee led by Sen. John
Kerry (D-Massachusetts) is currently
investigating connections between
the CIA and drug smuggling among
central American countries after and
including the time Bush was head
of the CIA. Appropriations, however,
will not be given to the committee
until after the November election.
Could this committee possibly dig
up something between Bush and
Noriega or other drug-smuggling

dictators?

Regardless of Bush's questionable
background
and
the
scandal-plagued
Reagan
administration that he was a part of,
Bush will continue to live in

private sector involved was a step in
the right direction, but some
well-developed partnership between
business and government must be
incorporated for it to really work.
In essence, America is now in an
equilibrium stage- one in which
people do believe that social issues
should be addressed but do not
know how to go about it. Neither
candidate, however, will change the
equlibrium or give any direction
since neither of them will reveal any
outlined plan.
Whoever is elected will probably
be a one-term president since things
will probably get worse before they
get better. The election basically all
boils down to voting for the lesser
of two evils. But if Bush and Dukakis
are really serious about winning this
election and want to really lead
America into the '90s, they should
stop ignoring Cuomo's advice.

?

?

Editor's Note: This is the first in a series of Election '88 related articles
concerning both candidates' stands on domestic and social issues. Next week:
the biggest issue affecting college students Education.
?

Walsh lines too long
To the Editor:
We are writing to express our
displeasure with the seemingly
endless lines at dining services,
specifically Walsh. We recognize
that the updated and sophisticated
meal system provides a vast
improvement over the old point
book meal plan. It has enormous
potential, and we welcome Dining
Services' inititative in implementing
a modern program.
However, we are frustrated that the
long lines it sought to replace have
not disappeared, but in fact have
gotten longer. Why are we paying a
$75 administrative fee to wait on
longer lines?
For example, this past Sunday
evening we waited 25 minutes on
line to pay for food which (to no
one's amazement) was cold by the
time we reached our table. The

Walsh Hall cafeteria serves 800 to
900 people daily for dinner in a two
hour time period, yet only has two
registers open.
We spoke with student services,

the Pye administration's effort

to

improve lines of communications
between the student body and
administrative departments. They
were willing to listen to our
concerns and promised to examine
this matter further.
We implore Dining Services to do
the same, and suggest putting our
$75 administrative fee to use by
installing at least a third and
preferably a fourth register in Walsh.
Only then will we enjoy hot
meals, shorter lines and the
advantages of the new meal
program.
Matthew Jeanneret A&S '89
Meghan Lowney SOE '89
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SHAP?S UP
This Fall, get your finances
and yourself in good shape
with a company that really
shapes up. .UPS! As a part
time
.

PACKAGC

HflNDl?R

at United Parcel Service,

you'll enjoy the benefit of a
good workout with lots of onthe-job exercise. And while
you stay in shape, you'll
make

$8 to $9 DOLLARS

RN HOUR!

And look at these benefits:
medical, prescription, vision
and dental coverage, profit
sharing, paid vacations and
holidays. UPS also offers
outstanding career opportunities for people who are interested in moving ahead in
our growing company.
This September, get yourself
in great shape with a part
time opportunity at UPS!
United Parcel Service has
facilities in Norwood,
Brockton, Watertown,
Dartmouth, Dennis, Sagamore and Warwick, Rl. Call
617-762-9911 for more
information on the location
nearest you.

=H|

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
Always an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Students not residents
It seems to us you are shirking
Editor's Note: This letter was sent to
the Heights' News Editor, Linda responsibility for your own behavior.
The Boston CofTege Administration
Wilenski, in response to her
commentary ofSeptember 12, 1988. has been pressured by its neighbors
to accept responsibility for your
behavior, yet we all know
rowdy
the
Editor:
To
your behavior is truly your
Do you really expect the Boston responsibility and your parents'
Police to wade through a crowd of responsibility.
drunken students,sort through to see
No, Linda, we do not consider you
who has and has not been a resident because you and some of
drinking, and then arrest those who your fellow students do not respect
were? Come on, the Boston Police us, your neighbors. You park in our
have better things to do with their' "Resident Only" parking areas,
time. Guilt by association, whether throw beer bottles on our streets,
or not you like it, it's a fact of life, play loud music in our homes, and
that's why all those students were yell drunken obscenities at 3am
arrested.
outside our windows. The true
You are absolutely correct in your residents of Brighton live with this
assessment; we do not consider behavior year after year, and we are
Boston College undergraduate getting fed up.
students "residents" of Brighton.
If you wish to be considered a
Why? Because many undergraduate resident ofBrighton, then we suggest
students seem to think that you start acting like a resident of
campus housing is the same thing Brighton. You will live here year
as an off-campus dormitory. Being round and not spend summers at
a college student does not give you Daddy's house on the Cape. You
an inherent right to "have parties," will register your car in Brighton and
disturbing your neighbors who pay the outrageous insurance rates
actually work for a living and who that we pay instead of driving
like to have some peace and quiet Mommy's BMW with the New York
during the weekends. If students plates. You will behave responsibly
choose to "have a party," they and and respect your neighbors at all
they alone are responsible for what times.
takes place at that parfy, whether or Until then, stop your whining and
not troublemakers are BC students. grow up.
Labor Day weekend a student party
Doug Anderson, SOM '89
caused $2500 of damage to our
Stephen Jerome, BC Law '81
building our home.
?

Hey, Maja-Lisa!
Just had to wish you
a happy belated

birthday!
Oh, and jean

Happy Birthday to
you too!

I
I

We need good eggs
to make good cookies
Cookies Cook'n, conveniently located on the Green
Line at Cleveland Circle, has extremely appetizing
part-time and full-time employment opportunities to
keep you in extra cash during the year. We offer
rapid advancement, paid training, colorful T-shirts
and aprons and all the delicious Cookies Cook'n
cookies you can eat while you're at work.

i

Counter Help
We're looking for people who like
to work with the public and who
won't get flustered when customers
start lining up out the door. Schedules are flexible, and we offer a fun
work environment where you can
learn valuable retail skills.

I

Night
Supervisor
We are also seeking and are willing to train a dependable, mature
individual to cover our Ipm-9pm
shift. You will be responsible for
cash handling, including deposits,
as well as employee attendance
and locking up at night.
Cookies Cook'n offers a highly
competitive starting rate and excellent benefits for employees
working 20 or more hours a
week. Interested? Call Craig or
Bill at (617) 277-2492.
-

-

I
I

An equal opportunity employer.
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GO
QUAHOG
WILD.

I

Ira, did ya here the news?

i

News Meetings
7:oopm Sundays
New writers are welcome!

cZQrzJ

I Birth control

is up to you.
Protect yourself against an unwanted pregnancy. Choose a contraceptive that's right for
you. Talking with a Preterm counselor who
understands can help you work through this
personal decision. And, you can depend on
our experienced medical staff for high-quality
gynecological care.

Come to the Horizons For Youth "Chowda'Test sponsored by
Bud Light on Saturday, September 24th, Noon 5 p.m. Taste over
1,500 gallons of "chowda" from more than 15 great restaurants.
Vote for your favorite.
This exciting event, in conjunction with Harbor Park Day at
the Charlestown Navy Yard, will feature numerous activities
including continuous music by some of Boston's best bands.
Adults $6. Children or Senior Citizens $3.
Great Chowda. Great Music. Great Fun. Bring Out Your Best!
(Rain date Sunday, September 25, 1988.)
-

I

New Patients Save $6.00 On Complete Gyn Exam
and Birth Control Counseling.
$49 with this ad.
(Offer ends November 15,1988)

Call 738-6210. Evening appointments and convenient parking available.

fTSKVI
IJJgtZU

UHOWDATCT
lor

Horizons for Youth

ss

Preterm | Gynecology

»*»

1842 Beacon Street, Brookline, MA 02146
Licensed by the Department of Public Health
?

Iwlarketing Academy
*

General Meeting

_

_

THE UNIVERSITY CHORALE
OF BOSTON COLLEGE

*

WANTS YOU!

Date: Tuesday, Sept. 20

Sing, travel and have fun... That's what the
University Chorale is all about!

Place: Fulton 412

AUDITION DATES
RETURNING MEMBERS ONLY
Monday, September 12
1:30- 5:00 pm
Tuesday, September 13
4:30 5:30 pm

Membership: $5.00

-

NEW AND RETURNING MEMBERS
Thursday, September 15
4:30 5:30 pm
Friday, September 16
1:30-5:00 pm
Monday, September 19
1:30-5:00 pm
-

*

All Majors & All Classes are Welcome

+

AUDITIONS IN CHORALE STUDIO LYONS 425
SIGNUP SHEETS WILL BE AVAILABLE OUTSIDE STUDIO
-

NO PREPARATION NECESSARY

MUSICAL EXPERIENCE OPTIONAL

For details and more information, call at 552-4306

m
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Brighton-BC Specials

Gold Key sponsors blood drive

Studios 1,2,3 bedrooms
All on Be Shuttle
New Listings Daily
Open 7 days

By CHRIS KARAGHEUZOFF
Heights Assistant News Editor
On September 19-23, BC
students will have the opportunity
to make a serious contribution

~2

which could be, for

many, a

matter of life or death.
Sponsored for the 50th year by
the University's Gold Key Society
and The American Red Cross, BC
will hold its annual blood drive.
While three years ago the
University community had
contributed 800-1000 pints of
blood, donations the last two years
have been less than encouraging.
According to Mary Gallagher,
President of the Gold Key Society,
the past two years the University
has struggled to contribute scarcely
300 pints of blood.

THE ALBERT CORPORATION
524 Harvard St.
Brookline

the Heights

277-3355

Are you interested in the

Haiti PilQiiiMaqe

The Gold Key President blames large contribution to help diminish
student fear and lack of recognition I a very seriolis problem, said
of the blood shortage as possible Gallagher.
"It's worth the fifteen minutes for
reasons tor the decline.
Gallagher says she believes that the chance to help save someone's
this year could be different. "This life," said Todd Mouton, A&S '90,
year interest seems greater. This a frequent blood donor.
year's freshman class seems to care
Volunteers are needed to donate
more about what's going on," said blood, as well as to help register,
Gallagher, who hopes that this comfort, and distribute refreshattitude will be reflected by the ments to student and faculty blood
donors.
entire student body.
The shortage of donated blood is The drive is being held in the
a statewide, and indeed national, McGuinn 3rd floor lounge from
problem. "One pint of blood can 10:00am to 4:oopm. No
save three people," said Gallagher. appointment is necessary, as the
Donated blood has the ability to program is being run on both an
do this because of the way it is appointment and walk-in basis.
broken up into three parts: red
Donors must be 18 years of age
blood cells, white blood cells, and and over, at least 110 lbs., and
platelets.
cannot have contributed blood
"One person can make a very within the last eight weeks.

Murray House opens its doors

January 7-15, 1989?

By T.A. MINAHAN
After nearly a decade of service
as BC's Commuter Center, Murray

House has become much more
a place to study.
Special events, study rooms,
recreational furnishings, and classic
Thursday night, all-you-can-eat
spaghetti dinners make Murray
House, located on Hammond Street
only a short walk from McElroy
Commons, an important part of the
BC community.
Carol Firicano, one of three
student managers at the house, says
that their goal this year is to
eliminate
Murray
House's
reputation as a place strictly fqr

than

Come to our first meeting
to see the slides
and meet the people.

Murray Conference Room: McElroy
4:30-5:38

commuters.
"There is a certain warmth here,"

Monday, September 26th

said Firicano, who was once a
commuter student herself. "We're

a commuter house for everyone."
The house is open Monday
through Thursday 9am-midnight
Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m., and Sunday
Bpm- midnight. It is equipped with
numerous study and meeting
rooms, two TV rooms, cable, a
VCR, a typing room, a piano, and
a fully-renovated kitchen.

Firicano said that "all students are
welcome to study, watch TV, or just
visit and see what the house is all
about."
Due to a tight budget, Murray
House must get money from means
other than its base level of funding.
Murray, page 18

Editorial Board Meeting
(Upper and lower board)
Tuesday, September ZO.
Attendance mandatory!

Get As and Bs
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Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Sony Discman is a trademark of
Sony Corporation.
No purchase necessary Odds depend on number of entrants See your campus Apple reseller for complete comes) details Prizes may vary from product shown.

though you
bnbed a friend in art school. And with
an amazing new program called
HyperCard?which just happens
to come packaged with every
Macintosh?you can easily store,
with your
organize, and cross-reference research
Th en youll never have to spend
your hearts content.
another all-nighter retyping a paper
And if that isn't enough reason
just to purge a few typos and dangling
modifiers. You'll be able to crank out

Now that a new school year is under
way, we have an idea that 11 make both
you and your parents feel a bit more
confident come finals time:
Get a Macintosh" computer to help

assignments that look as

the Heights
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RHC plans elections, funding BC Bookstore expands
with Comm. Ave. annex
By TARA MCDONALD

According to April Pancella,
Student Coordinator and Advisor
for RHC, four officers will be

;
:

\

April Pancella, A&S '89
elected in each building
President, Vice President, Secretary
and Treasurer. These officers, plus
representatives from each floor, will
form the Executive Board for the
building.
Each hall's Board will be
responsible for coordinating
building events such as ice cream
socials and will work to keep open
lines of communication with
residents. Boards will also join
together to plan larger activities for
the different campuses. The entire
RHC is scheduled to meet every
two weeks to discuss issues
involving the whole university.
RHC expects to sponsor a variety
of activities this year, and is willing
to consider programming ideas
?

Come and meet
new friends!
Asia is having its first
general meeting on
Wednesday,
September 21 at

By

JOANNA

Administrative

Advisor,

University Housing.

Lutheran Worship

at

o

Rentals
VCR

$100/SEMESTER
$80/SEMESTER

TV

COMPACT DISCS
OVER 8000 MOVIES

Services

Wednesday 7:30 pm
Cushing Chapel,
School of Nursing.
Info: Rev. Anita Lofgren-Nuboer

Newton Centre

734-6144

at 4:3opm in O'Neill 253

KASELIS

This is why the decision was made
to open an annex as soon as the
BC students and visiting families space became available," said John
now have another store to in which Durkin, Manager of the BC
to buy items other than textbooks, Bookstore since 1965.
pens, and greeting cards.
Store hours of the Annex are
The Boston College Bookstore Monday through Saturday, 10 to 6,
Annex on Commonwealth Avenue, and Sunday 12 to 5.
has been open seven days a week
"Economically, it is not feasible
since August 30, 1988.
to keep the bookstore on campus
"Many people interested in open seven days a week,"
B.C.are unable to find parking on continued Durkin.
campus to shop at the Bookstore,
"Merchandise at both stores is of
and find its hours to be inconvenient
Annex, page 23

Any student who wants more
information about the RHC Gold
Card or about the upcoming
residence hall elections can contact
Fran
RHC's
Giaveras,

Chestnut Hill

(Across from Baybank)

(Next to White Mountain)

1280 Centre St.
965-7120

17 Comm. Ave.
964-0002

All Welcome.
\u25a0
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number have already been returned

on Upper and Lower Campuses,
but the RHC Board is still waiting
for a few petitions from Newton
Campus.

?<

:

Since its formation with a revised
constitution last year, the Residence
Hall Council (RHQ has widened its
scope. In order to achieve its goal
of improving life in BC's residence
halls, RHC has expanded its
membership and attempted to get
more students involved in its
workings.
The new RHC Executive Board,
elected by the Council's hall
officers last spring, are President
Doug Hicks, Vice President Debbie
Page, Secretary Kate Canas,
Treasurer Pat Moran and Publicity
Coordinator Chrisanne Carino.
Within the next two weeks, the
remaining positions on the 1988-89
RHC will be filled. Resident
Assistants will be overseeing
elections in all residence halls
during this time. Petitions for
candidacy, requiring twenty
signatures each, were distributed
earlier this month. A sufficient

from any interested students. The
first event scheduled is an Upper
Campus SYR dance on October 1.
Also planned are several
semi-formal dances, such as the
\u25a0 Breaking the Barriers Ball, an
October Fest, and ski trips to
and New Hampshire.
Air of these activities will be
ropen to every BC student,
regardless of whether he or she
lives in a residence hall.
Because RHC's sponsor, UGBC,
P has limited funds to allocate this
year, an alternative fund raising
method has been implemented.
Students now have the option to
buy RHC Gold Cards, which cost
$10 and entitle them to a 25 to 50
percent discount on all activities
sponsored or co-sponsored by
RHC. The council hopes that the
income from Card sales will enable
it to create more and better events
for the students to enjoy.
Gold Cards were sold at Student
Activities Day on Friday, and are
still available through RAs and RHC

E

Heights Staff Reporter
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for your parents,

Enter: September lst-September 30th

B.C. Computer Store

Gasson Hall 1 Phone:
-

552-8563

Open: Mon.-FrF. 9-5

\
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WthaßayßankCaid,itk

the

easy to

getcashfarcoflege expenses.
Whether you live on or off campus, you can get cash with the Bayßank Card at thou- m
sands of automated teller machines throughout Massachusetts. It's the number one stu- M
dent
And it's yours when you open any Bayßanks checking or NOW account or m

choice.
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The Bayßank Card is your ticket to 24-hour banking at over 900 X-Press 24® bank
ing machines and over 150 Money Supply* cash dispensers-many right on campus- jj
so you'll always have cash when you need it. The Bayßank Card also gives you access jfj
to your cash across the state and across the country through the NYCE® and CIRRUS®
networks-over 20,000 ATMs in all. Plus, you can use your checking or NOW account Bayßank
Card for gasoline and other products and services at over 4,200 participating Mobil® stations nationwide.
So why not get your Bayßank Card today? There's a Bayßank office near your school.

W

W

WfIKBIJ

W

m
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Now get the Bayßank Card and get a special offer from Coke!
Open a Bayßanks checking or NOW account or a Bayßanks Savings Account and get a coupon for a free 2-liter bottle of
any Coca-Cola® product when you buy one of equal value. Our coupon supplies are limited, so act now!
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Heights Sports
Football

Last minute FG ends Eagles' upset bid
By ANDREA MUNSTER
Heights Sports Writer
Last Saturday the Eagles came so
close, so very close to pulling off a
victory against Penn State. But it
didn't happen and the Eagles went
down 23-20 in a heartbreaker.
"It's really discouraging. I never
thought they were going to stop us."
said BC head coach Jack Bicknell.
"We had plenty of chances to win
the game but it didn't happen."
The final opportunity came with
3:44 left with the game tied at 20.

PASSING

Kamphaus

Com
20

,

ATT YDS
29
257

After BC quarterback Mark
Kamphaus failed to get a first down,
Brian Lowe came on to punt.
There was enough time for BC to
get the ball back if the defensecould
stop Penn State's drive after the punt,
provided it was a decent punt.
But the snap was off target and
Penn State was fast. The punt was
blocked and Penn State took over at
BC's 27 yard line. Although Penn
State only moved the ball six yards
it was close enough for a field goal.
Penn State was now ahead 23-20
as BC took posession with 43
seconds left in the game and 75
yards to go.
Even then it didn't seem over.
Kamphaus got within one yard of a
first down that would have stopped
the clock and given the Eagles a
chance to move within Lowe's field
goal range.

Commentary

But at third down and 1, the
offensive line couldn't hold the
Nittany Lions back and Kamphaus
was sacked for six yards.
It was too far for BC. One last
frantic attempt for first down resulted
in a fumble by Brett Chicko and a
hard loss for BC.
"I had a feeling the game was
going to be decided by a field goal,"
said Lowe, "but I thought it was
going to be mine not theirs."
The game was difficult from the
first drive until the final seconds.
Penn State's defense stopped BC's

TD
2

If Only
By ANDREA MUNSTER
Heights Sports Editor
If only
the punt wasn't blocked.
there was a touchdown
instead of a field goal.
.therehad been one more first
down or one less fumble.
Mark Murphy's snap had been
perfect.
David Rooney hadn't fallen off
his skateboard.
Tim Frager had been
available.
it had been sunny.
BC hadn't lost.
If only one little, tiny thing had
gone differently. Maybe, just maybe
BC could have won.
But it's too late. The game is over.
The score is final, and the fans have
....

INT
1

first drive in three tries.
Then Tom Bill led the Lions
downfield to put the Lions in
position for the first score of the
game.
With Penn State up by 3,
Kamphaus wasn't ready to give up
so easily the second drive. The
combination of a first down pass to
Tom Waddle and a 15 yard penalty
against Penn State carried BC to
PSU's 43.
It was ail Kamphaus needed, that
and having Marcus Cherry make a
spectacular 37 yard catch and fall in
the end zone.
At the begining of the second
quarter, Lowe added three more
points after nailing a 43 yard field
goal. BC was up 10-3 against Penn
State in front of 84,000 fans. But the
hope of an upset was short lived.
Joe Paterno and the Nittany Lions

gone home.

Murphy can't snap the ball again.
Lowe can't punt the ball again.
Kamphaus can't try the option
again.
Boston College can't play the
game again.
The players know, the coaches
In BC's loss, Mark Kamphaus riddled the Penn ST. defense for 257 yards.
know and Penn State knows, the
quickly reminded BC who was in the defense to score on a one yard Eagles lost a game that they could
charge and in control.
run and take the 17-10 lead.
have won.
With 7:45 left in the half,
The last drive in the half might
Perhaps the most frustrating part
Kamphaus threw an intereption and have been one of thekeys in the loss.
about this particular loss is that BC
Penn State didn't hesistate scoring. Kamphaus led the Eagles to PSU's
played a great game. Everything was
The next play Gary Brown broke three yardline. But on an option was
working for the Eagles.
several BC tackles and ran straight unable to reach paydirt. Lowe hit the
There were penalties that went in
through BC's defense for a 43 yard field goal but those lost four points BC's favor at crucial moments,
might have been the difference.
touchdown.
spectacular catches, exciting runs
The second half began with and strong defensive plays.
later,
Several minutes
the Lions
again took advantage of the holes in
Heartbreaking, page 16
Mark Kamphaus had a great
afternoon completing 21 out of 29
(72.4 percent) passes for two
Ice Hockey
touchdowns and 257 yards. It is
difficult to have a better game.
Tom Waddle enjoyed Kamphaus'
success. He caught 9 passes for 105
Pro-Am League over the
Quincy
yards
and one touchdown. With 9
By ROMAN J. USCHAK
summer.
receptions,
Waddle passed assistant
Heights Staff Writer
According to Joe Gomes, BC's coach Barry Gallup on the career
Over the weekend of Sept.lo, Assistant Sports Publicity Director, reception list.
freshman hockey player Jeremy Roenick was serious about attending
Besides hitting Waddle for big
Roenick, a native of Marshfield, Boston College and playing for the yards, Kamphaus found Marcus
Massachusetts, left Boston College Eagles this year, even attending Cherry three times for 93 yards and
to pursue his professional hockey classes the first week of the semester. a touchdown.
career with the Chicago Black
Hawks of the National Hockey
"It seems," said Gomes, "the
League. Length and terms of the highly coveted recruit simply
contract were not disclosed.
received an offer he couldn't refuse."
Hawks
intensified
their
When asked about the loss of
The Black
efforts to land Roenick this summer Roenick and how it would affect his
while the 6-0, 175-pound forward plans for the upcoming season, BC
was playing with the U.S. National head coach Len Ceglarski stated that
Junior Team in New York for a three although he would be missing a
game tournament against a Soviet good player, he foresaw no changes
team.
whatsoever in his team's
Roenick, Chicago's first round preparation.
He also mentioned that, as a
draft choice (eighth overall) in last
Roenick would have had
Draft,
freshman,
Entry
N.H.L.
came
to
June's
the Heights from Thayer Academy in to earn his way onto the varsity
Braintree, where last year alone he squad.
The statistics are impressive for Jim
"We'll miss him," said Ceglarski, Bell as well. Bell carried 22 times for
tallied 35 goals and 50 assists.
Roenick,along with several other "but under the circumstances, 91 yards.
Eagles, also played in the prestigious there's nothing we can do."
Defensively Matt Kelley sacked
Tom Bill twice for 21 yards.
Ed Duran had nine tackles; Mike
Saylor and Ivan Caeser each had
eight tackles.
The list goes on. What more could
they do?
But football is a team sport.
1\)
A 5-0 win carries
over
Individual performances are not
always enough to make the
difference.
A look at the sports medicine
LKJ
It seems unfair that BC lost. They
should have won. They deserved to
win.
But life is full of disappointments.
Isn't it

Eagle recruit goes pro

The BC women's soccer won again on Saturday, defeating Villanova

Women's Soccer

BC downs 'Nova, 1-0
KERRY HUGHES
After defeating Hartford last
Tuesday in overtime, the Boston
College women's soccer team
continued their winning ways
Saturday with a 1-0 victory over
Villanova University.
It was a very quiet first half until
mid-way through, when a flurry of
action in front of the Villanova net
resulted in the game's lone goal.
Freshman forward Stacy Smith
netted the ball after a corner kick
and a head by teammate Abbie
By

Wallner.
The second half followed much
the same pattern as the first although
no goals were scored.
Villanova came dangerouslyclose
on several occasions, but could not
manage to put the ball past Eagle
goalkeeper Diane Cordano.

Coach Susanna Kaplan also
lauded senior back and co-captain,
Nancy Macrina and junior Christine
Carroll for their excellent defensive
performances.

Overall, Kaplan did not feel the
game was one of BC's best. "It was
not one of our better games, but this
year we have the talent to not play
a great game and still win. That's
what happened today."

Senior co-captain Chris Garibaldi
agreed with Kaplan, "It was a win
but we didn't play well. We have to
work on keeping up the intensity
and playing more as a team. Once
we get our act together, we'll start
playing better."
The Eagles bring their 4-1 record
to Holy Cross today, and travel to
William and Mary on Saturday.
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Student trainers vital to athletes
By RUSS KENN
Heights Staff Writer
year,
academic
Every
approximately 750 students don
Boston College uniforms and
compete here at the Heights. The
risk of injury for each of these
students is quite prevalent.
The abundance of medical people
to take care of these athletes,
however, is not as prominent.
There are five full-time trainers on
the BC Sports Medicine staff, which
makes the ratio of student-athletes
to trainers a whopping 750:5.
What do you mean the trainers are
busy?
When it comes to bolstering the
sports medicine staff, student
trainers are an invaluable part of the
program.

"We couldn't function without
student trainers," said associate head
trainer Donna Bennett.
"Their contribution is priceless,"
said Wes Emmert, a former trainer
who was recently named the
strength and conditioning coach for
BC. "The trainers can't be
everywhere at the same time.
Getting a large team out to practice
on time without student trainers
would be impossible."
The main role of the student
trainers is to assist the certified staff
members with the duties necessary
to run a Division I athletic training
program. These duties include
setting up for practice and games by
way of water, ice and supplies.
"They [student trainers] set things
up which allows us the freedom to
spend more time with the people
who really need our attention," said
assistant athletic director for Sports
Medicine Randy Shrout.
The student trainers begin with
learning the needs for game set ups
and what each of the supplies are
for.
Typically on a home football
Saturday, senior student trainer Ted
Edson arrives at Roberts Center at 9
a.m. for a 1:30 kickoff. This is a full
two hours before any of the staff
arrive.
Transporting water, ice and
supplies down to the field in
addition to setting up the training
room, where the staff will tape 60
players, are included in his morning
duties.
Asidefrom the game and practice
presence, the students learn basic
first aid, taping techniques and
treatment procedure when
rehabilitating athletes.
Along with the practical aspects
of running a sports medicine

practical experience here," said
Shrout. "Not only because the ratio
between athletes and trainers is
smaller, but also because we're
team.
"There is a growing trust that working with high quality athletes."
happens over the course of the
In addition to working with high
season," said senior football player quality athletes and gaining primary
Chris Gildea. "They're a part of the experience in the sports medicine
team. As the team grows, the student
field, money through work study
trainer grows. We trust them as and scholarships is a possibility.
teammates."
"It's a great way to earn money
"I really deal with them on two and if you're interested in medicine,
levels," said Edson, who is in his every day you're working with
fourth year of student training. people in the medicine field," said
"Professionally and personally. It's
Edson. "They're good people to
a good simulation of a work place.
work with."
I've gotten to know a lot of great
With the many benefits of student
people and it's rewarding to help training, there are a few drawbacks.
people."
The hours can sometimes be lone
"The kids respect Teddy. They and the lack of a physical education
treat him like a full-time staff
major here at BC makes it harder to
member," said Shrout. "He earned recruit people to be student trainers.
that respect and he's got a great
"We don't have the support of the
rapport with the kids."
academics," said Bennett. "This
The student trainers wear many leaves student training the only
hats throughout the day and his practical internship at BC for the
career. From purely practical,
sports medicine field."
professional duties such as taping
Throughout the ten years Shrout
and administering therapy to serving has been at the Heights, three
as friends and confessors to the student trainers have moved into the
athletes, the trainers are privy to all sports medicine field professionally
aspects of the sports medicine field.
from BC.
This type of experience is the
Joe Patten, an assistant trainer for
biggest strength of the BC Sports the New York Jets, Rick Zappala, the
Medicine program.
head trainer at Hofstra University,
"We give our student trainers and Pat McMorran (Class of '88), a
more early responsibility as far as
graduate assistant at Syracuse
probably
experience
University, are all BC graduates.
hands on
than
any other school in the country,"
The student trainer treats injuries,
said Bennett. "Although we can't administers therapy, counsels
give them the academics they need athletes, helps with drug testing,
as an undergraduate, the hands on records treatments and is an
training is unmatched."
important liason between doctors,
Edson, a pre-med student, can see coaches and athletes.
the results of the responsibility put
And the have to go to class too.
on the students by staff members
Edson goes to class. A lot. He has
Steve Bushee, Dianne Gartland, a 3.4 in the pre-med program and
Steve Basiel, Bennett and Shrout.
obviously does quite a job balancing
"I've learned a lot more here than
his schedule.
I may have elsewhere because a
"Teddy does an excellent job
smaller crew lends itself to more of managing his day," said his boss,
a practical knowledge of how things
Shrout. "He's hard working, reliable,
work and what techniques are and he keeps up with everything.
used," said Edson, who will be He's a workaholic."
applying to medical school this year.
Right now, Edson stands alone as
"Coming out of this program, I'll
one of only two student trainers.
be at least even with kids from other Newly acquired Bridget Casey will
schools, if not ahead. That's because be working under Ted's direction as
of the practical experience I got they and the sports medicine staff try
here."
and service all of the medical needs
Generally speaking, Boston
of BC's 750 athletes.
College has the best athletic
A bit
understaffed
and
program in New England and, overworked, keeping busy is no
therefore, has some of the best
problem for those in the bowels of
athletes in the area and the country.
Roberts Center.
This is a big plus to the people who
work in the athletic department,
especially the sports medicine staff.
"Kids who really want to learn
about the profession will get a great

Women's Soccer

Fairfield 0

Villanova

0

Hartford 0
UMASS 3

Villanova 0

Football

Boston College 20-

Penn State 23

Water Polo

Boston College 7-

Women's Tennis
Boston College 8

UMass dumps BC, 3-0
By PAUL-JON McNEALY
Heights Assistant to the Editor
The women's field hockey

team

took to the field Wednesday night

against the highly-ranked University
of Massachusetts Minutemen with
nothing to lose, but came up empty
losing 3-0.
The Eagles faced the number three
team in the country, suffered a few
mishaps on defense, and could not
capitalize on their offensive
chances.
"We had our chances, but
couldn't capitalize," said BC head
coach Sherren Granese.
Senior UMASS co-captain Pam
Bustin scored in the first half off
goalie, senior Wendy Carter, giving
UMASS a 1 0 lead.
The second UMASS goal was a
fluke, as Carter misplayed the shot,
and the ball deflected in off of her
foot.
The Eagles first half play was
marked by frustration, as they
struggled to maintain an offensive
surge due to the excellent UMASS
-

defense.

Second half action saw the Eagles
together better offensive
pressure and were able to continue
containing a potent UMASS offense.
At the 23 minute mark, freshman
mid-fielder Katy Finch just missed
connecting on a rebound off of a BC
shot.
A BC corner at 22:20, set-up by
put

senior forward Kathy Gworek, led to
a direct shot by freshman half-back
Joelle Kozma, but was atypical of the
offensive pressure the Eagles were
applying.
The third UMASS goal of the
evening came at 14:10, when Carter
stopped the initial shot, but the
Eagle defense failed to clear the
rebound and UMASS scored,
making the score 3-0.
BC had another corner at 10:53,
set-up again by Gworek, but could
not stop the ball for captain Maura
Sullivan.
The ball must be completely
stopped before a shot may be taken,
and stopping the ball has been a
problem for the Eagles this year, as
the player who held the position has
graduated.
Carter made a fine save off of a
UMASS break-in with 2:30
remaining.

Coach Granese hailed the play of

Gworek, noting "Kathy played

especially well in the second half."
Granese also hailed Sullivan. "She
did a great job on defense for us
tonight."
Commenting on the differenceof
the Eagle play in the two halves,
Granese noted "we came out a little
intimidated in the first half. We were
hesitant and didn't take control."
Granese added "We're a young
team in terms of playing time on the
field, but we're starting to come
along."

Thank you volunteers:

Field Hockey

Boston College 0Boston College 3

Student trainers are element of BC athletics that is often overlooked.
Field Hockey

Thank You Blue Chips for the
most successful telethon ever.

Men's Soccer

Boston College 1
Boston College 1

the Heiohts

program, the students develop a
certain rapport with the athletes they
treat daily. They become part of the

Scoreboard
Boston College 5

September 19, 1988

UMASS 13

Yale 1

To have your club or team results included in
scoreboard call the Heights 552-3512 before Sunday at 6:00 or drop the results off at 113 McElroy.
Ask for someone from sports.

Schedule
Tuesday- Women's Tennis vs. BU
Field Hockey vs Holy Cross
Saturday- Women's Volleyball vs. Syracuse

Dan Foley
Gerry Palmer
Bill McCool
David Hasenfus
Bob DiSchino
Dick Range, John

Ed Zmijewski '54
Ray Boudreau
'49
Dr. Al Branca
'39
Dan DiSchino
'69
Bob Shields
'81
Forkin, lay Deschenes, and many others.
'55
'57
'49
'65
'50

?

Also thanks to the following coaches & teams:
Karen Keith -Track, Ed Moy- Lacrosse, Sherren GraneseField Hockey & Lacrosse, Tom Groden Swimming,
Margo Plotzke- Women's Basketball, Susanna KaplanWomen's soccer, Nancy McGuire- Women's Softball,
Rod Buttrey- Wrestling, Ed Kelley-Men's Soccer, Moe
-

Maloney- Baseball.

Sign up for Basketball and Hockey
tickets. They are going fast!
*Blue Chips of Boston College*

the Heights
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Club sports provide outlet for BC students
By ANIL ADYANTHAYA

Heights Assistant

to

the Editor

While big money sports like
football and basketball seem to
predominate at BC, there are plenty

of otheroptions for those who either
do not want to be confined by the
popular choices or have skills not
compatible with the sports in which
BC fields intercollegiate teams.
One of these options is a sporting
and recreational club. The sports
clubs account for fifteen out of the
one hundred twenty activities and

between students and clubs in and recreational clubs who had
tables at Activity Day:
which they might be interested.
help
the
clubs
The Crew Club was started last
SPAC cannot
November.
It will be divided into
they
assist
in
do
financially, but
arranging fundraisers. The Activities two sections, a varsity, for which it
Funding Committee, a subsidiary of would like forty men and forty
the UGBC, has a small amount of women, and a recreational group.
The varsity will practice weekday
funds which can be allocated to
mornings on the Charles River and
clubs.
The process by which a sports the recreational group will practice
club gets started is the same as the weekday afternoons at Hammond
way in which other organizations Pond.
The club will compete in several
get started.
club
first
be
must
races, including the Head of the
The idea for the
approved by an assistant dean. The Charles and a race in Philadelphia.

Here, members of the Karate club give a demonstration at stidemt activities day last Friday.
The president is Matt Matule.
organizations under the jurisdiction organization will then register with
The Men's Rugby Football Club
and
the
school.
Programs
of the Student
plays
in the Rugby Union, where
Following
a
constitution
is
this,
Activities Center.
Nancy Limoncelli is the student written. Next, it is reviewed by the it plays teams from all over New
director in charge of the sports dean and revised if necessary. England. The back captain is Mike
McGloughlin and the forward
Finally, officers are chosen.
cluster.
To maintain registration, the captain is Doug Crowley.
Described as "cohesive and a
SPAC advises current clubs and organization's constitution must be
good learning experience," the club
advises, in addition to helping reread and revised yearly.
organize, new clubs.
Mailboxes for all the clubs are practices at St.John's Seminary
help
comes
in
organizational
This
located in the SPAC office across weekdays from 4:30 to 6.
with
the
registering
form
of
the
from the McElroy bookstore.
The Women's Rugby Club has
school and writing a constitution.
a
brief
been
around for twelve years. Last
The following is
SPAC also serves as a liaison
explanation of some of the sporting year the squad, in its first year as a

Baseball

member of the New England Rugby
Football Union, went undefeated.
They are looking to carry about
forty members. Practice is five days
a week from 4 to 6. Sezy Jerow and
Barrie Tyler are the captains.
The goal of the Running Club is
"tofoster interest in non-competitive
running." They meet three times a
week. In addition, there are plans for
participating in fun runs and for
having guest lecturers. The president
is Christine Daniels.
Only in its second year, the Ski
Club is already the third largest club
on campus (behind the UGBC and
the BC Band). The goal of
co-presidents Steve Watson and
Cesar Capio is to provide members
with inexpensive ski trips.
The club will also try to sponsor
other events such as hanggliding
and white-water rafting. Trips
planned include visits to Killington,
Utah, Colorado and Barbados.
The Karate Club usually
maintains a membership of about
sixty. The first six lessons are free.
Dues afterward are fifty dollars. The
club is guided and occasionaly
taught by Master Tabata, a sixth
degree black belt who heads the
North American Karate Federation.
Regular classes are taught by club
president and brown belt Greg Yoch.
Practices are three times a week
and plans are for at least one
tournament a semester. Beginners
are welcome and safety pads are
available.

Ultimate Frisbee arrived at BC in
the mid seventies. The club finished
second in its New England section
last year. They practice from 4 to 6
weekdays at St.John's Seminary.
Tournaments are held on the
weekends. Contact Tom Bransfield
if interested.
The Role Playing Club is in its first
year at BC. Their main goal is
organizational in trying to gather
people with the same interests. They
would also like to host tournaments
in the future. Vice President Jim
Solomita said starting up "wasn't too
difficult. The biggest problem was
our inexperience." Greg Rick is
president.
The Chess Club meets once a
week. At these meetings, beginners
can be taught and more experienced
players can play speed chess. The
club will be involved in tournaments
with other schools, and they hope
to host their own in the future. The
president is Mike Romaniello.
New last year, the Cycling Club is
mostly recreational. Those who can
commit the most time can compete
for the racing team. President Matt
Tullai's main aim, however, is to go
out riding on the weekends and have
fun. The group is a member of the
United States Cycling Federation
and the Eastern Collegiate Cycling
Federation.

Coach Brendan Hoarty's Boxing

Club will first practice September 20
at the Plex. The dues are fifteen
dollars.

The crew club is one of many clubs for BC students to get involved in.

Maloney takes control of BC baseball
JOHN WALSH

The year 1988 is one ofchange for
Boston College athletics. Football
has an expanded Alumni Stadium,
basketball and hockey have the
Conte forum, and baseball has a
new coach in Moe Maloney.
Though the job is new, the
surroundings are very familiar.
Maloney, originally a native of
Brighton, is a graduate of the BC
class of 1960.

While at Boston College Maloney
played baseball and basketball. But
it was during this time that coach
Maloney realized his athletic ability
had its limits.
Wanting to continue in sports, he

decided then that he wanted

to

coach. His dream was to coach at
Boston College.
After graduating he began his
career coaching high school
basketball. During the late 60's and
early 70's Maloney was coaching

both basketball

at Boston State
College (under former Celtic Jim
Loskatoff) and baseball at Mass Bay
College, at the same time.
It was in 1972 he felt it was time
to decide which sport to dedicate
his full attention to. He decided that
his best opportunities were in

baseball.

He went on to coach baseball for
twelve years at Mass Bay, four years

at Watertown High School, and five
years as an assistant at Bentley

Men's Soccer

Kelly ready for challenges ahead
reigns of another struggling program
job was the ideal combination. An
at Seton Hall University. In his first
opportunity to move his family to
year, the Pirates finished 8-7-1.
New England and certainly a
The following season, his team challenge from a professional
When Ed Kelly accepted the job won the Big East with a record of standpoint.
as head coach of the Boston College 18-2-2, and advanced on to the
"I get just a great feeling when I
men's soccer team last spring, he NCAA tournament. A year later, the come onto this campus," said Kelly.
saw a challenge ahead.
Pirates again found themselves in
Perhaps the greatest challenge of the NCAA tournament after posting
When looking down the road,
his coaching career.
a 14-4-3 record.
Kelly predicts great things for BC
What was presented to him was
"At Seton Hall, I had the luxury of soccer.
a once proud soccer program that being able to hand out six
"I think we've already turned
in recent years had been plagued scholarships a year. With the some comers this year. Who knows,
with losing records and declining scholarships, we were able to recruit
by the end of the season, we might
some of the best high school talent end up in the Big East playoffs."
support.
"I came to Boston College around," said Kelly.
Despite his incredible success at
because I saw a challenge," Kelly
"This program over recent seasons
said recently. "This program has the Seton Hall, Kelly again set his sights
has assembled a lot of negative
potential to be one of the best i n the on moving on for a variety of feelings," said Kelly.
reasons. First, he wanted another
country, it just needed a new face."
"It justwasn't a healthy situation
For Kelly, the challenge presented challenge.
and it wasn't good for BC."
here was certainly not the first of his
Secondly, he didn't feel that
"In the future, after a couple good
young career.
southern New Jersey (where Seton
years of recruiting, this will be a very,
After playing professional soccer Hall is located), was the ideal place very good team."
in the MISL, Kelly took over the to raise his family.
"Obviously our goal is to win a
national championship, I would be
soccer program at Fairleigh
"I really wanted to get out of the
lying to myself if it weren't. Yet, we
Dickinson University that he New York-New Jersey area. The
described as "mediocre at best." In quality of life and environment just must be realistic. Our first priority,
is to develop a reputation for BC
just three short years, Kelly brought wasn't the best for raising my
the
FDU to
NCAA tournament twice children. I wanted to get back to
soccer."
and left after FDU finished ranked New England, where I had played
"Thesekids must strive to play the
best, most exciting soccer they can
professional soccer (Hartford and
number three in the country.
playHis reason for leaving, "I needed Rhode Island), or move to the
another challenge."
When that happens, Ed Kelly will
South," he said.
From there, Kelly took over the
have realized his greatest challenge.
So for Kelly, the Boston College
By GEOFFREY MACKEY
Heights Assistant Sports Editor

As for this year's edition of the BC
College. Now he has landed at the
Heights and his dream has been baseball team, Maloney has nothing
but good things to say about it. The
realized.
Maloney described himself as one aspect of the team that has
"the happiest coach in America." pleased him the most is its attitude.
"I'm very impressed with the
He said he is "looking forward to it
unner
class kids' leadershipand the
(BC) because it's the place to be."
ability and enthusiasm
whole
team's
"It's been 31 years and I've finally
for
the
game
of baseball," said
reached my goal. You can be sure
Malonev.
we will work as hard as we can."
The hiring of Maloney resulted While he will evaluate the team
from the retirement of long time during the fall season he is very
Eagle coach Ed Pelligrini. During his pleased with what he has seen.
"BC has an exceptional pitching
coaching career Pelligrini became
staff
and talent at every position. My
synonymous with BC baseball.
Maloney knows this firsthand. He
played on Helligrini's first team at BC only concern is the depth of the
and is good friends with him to this team."
"But for now it is the time to
day.
"He's the bestcoach that has ever evaluate the younger players."
Maloney shares his players' love
lived. I just hope that some day I can
for baseball. He hopes that it can
equal his stature."
When recalling his playing days at carry over to the student body. He
BC, Maloney remembers the team realizes that baseball may not be as
rushing to nractice and not leaving popular as the football, basketball,
until it was too dark to see the ball. or hockey programs.
"I just hope that the student body
"All the guys I played with are
successful. Pelligrini and BC comes out and supports the team.
baseball had something to do with If BC students get behind the
it and all I want is for that to baseball program they will not be
disappointed."
continue."

STUDENT TRAINER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

The sports medicine department is seeking
students to assist in all phases of training room
operation and athletic team coverage. We seek
both male and female students, some financial
assistance available, experience in first aid or
related area helpful but not required. Please
apply in person at 114 Roberts Center.

Ski Team Meeting
Monday 5:30 for all candidates for
the ski team. At Roberts Center in
the Eagle lounge.
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Football

BC prepares for improved TCU
By BRIAN CONNOR
Heights Staff Writer
One of the brightest notes of last
year's 5-6 record for the Boston
College football team was its
season opener.
Enjoying what would turn out to
be its highest point production of
the season, the tagies convincingly
disposed of the Horned Frogs of
Texas Christian University 38-20.
On Saturday, the Eagles will find
themselves in Fort Worth, Texas, at
Carter Stadium for the first time, to
meet the Homed Frogs. This will
mark only the second meeting
between the two schools.
The '88 Horned Frogs are
returning a whopping 16 starters,
eight on each side of the ball.
Immediate strengths overall appear
to be experience, while depth will
be a concern at most positions.
Controlling the offense will be
returning quarterback David
Roscoe. He will be aided by other
skilled position returners in halfback
Tony Dathard, flanker Jarrod

Delaney, split end Reggie Davis, and
tight end Ricky Stone. All but
Dathard are seniors and all have
earned at least two letters.
The offensive line appears
talented and imposing. Jeff Hopkins
(6-4, 290 lbs) and Rob Adams (6-5,
270), both retuning starters, will
anchor the left side at tackle and
guard, respectively. Freshman
AllnAmerican Mike Sullivan (6-3,
278), a pleasant surprise to the TCU
coaches last year, will be a mainstay
at right guard.
The TCU defense, which employs
four down linemen and three
linebackers, will find its greatest
asset in the secondary. Falanda
Newton is a first team pre-season
All-American safety who has
recorded 282 tackles and 10
interceptions through three years of
varsity action.
Other notable defenders include
defensive end Tracy Simien, a
All
pre-season
Southwest
member.
first
team
Conference
Impossible to overlook is giant
defensive tackle Mitchell Benson
(6-5, 288).

The TCU kicking game highlights
senior punter Chris Becker. His 44
yard per punt average is one reason
why pro scouts rate him the best in

the land.

A BC victory offensively will rely
upon how well the Eagle receivers
can avoid Newton and exploit a
somewhat inexperienced defensive
line.

Historically the wishbone has given
BC defenses nightmares. However,
Tonyjeffery, the Horned Frog runner
who punished so many teams with
his skills as a wishbone back, has
graduated and was drafted by the
Phoenix Cardinals.
TCU led the SWC in rushing and
total offense a year ago. The Eagles
have a better overall passing attack
and much more depth at running
back. Yet, the team whose defense
effectively controls the run should
come out on top. All things
considered, the BC balance on
offense and penetration at the line
on defense should be more than
enough for the Homed Frogs to

handle.

Ed Duran was the leading tackier for the Eagles in Saturday's loss.

Individual Statistics
RECEIVING

Waddle
Cherry
Toner

Chmura
Giles
Bell
Chicko

RCPTS YDS
9
105
3
93
11
3
33
1
15
2
-3
1
13

TD
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

Interceptions

Saylor

NO.
1

YDS
10

TD
0

NO.
3

AVG
34.0

LG

NO.
2

YDS
0

FC
2

TD
0

YDS
81
28

LG
22
28

TD
0
0

2
6
14

3
0
3

4

Punting
B.Lowe

38

Punt Returns

Waddle

Last year, BC pounded TCU 38-20 in one of their better performances.

Heartbreaking
continued from page 13.

anothertiori field goalto move fienn
State ahead 2043.
ThefinalfHish tb win came inAe
fourth quarter. Jim Bell set up the
play by moving the bail well arid
reaching a critical first down on a
fourth and 1 play.
Then Kamphaus hit Waddle for a
19yard pass that capped off a 72 yard
drive.
With 6:30 left in
Lowe
extended his streak to 47

loss for BC

consecutive extea points and BC was

tied 30-20:
Therest of the game finished BCs
hopes for an opset
"ifs tough toJose to a really good
football team in the final minutes.

RUSHING
Bell
Kamphaus
Toner
St Pierre

I'm really disappointed," said

Waddlei

But BC will get over the
disappoifitment and go on.
Kamphaus said, "'We're all working
well together. Everything is starring
to click."

"It's just one of those games,"

concluded

NO.
22
7
2
1

Basketball

B|ckneil.

YDS TD
91
-3
7
3

0
0
0
0

BRENDAN MAGEE

The 198&89 BC basketball squad
has a load of talent coming back
from last season's team which
reached the semi-finals of the NIT
tournament.

To complement them, there
arrives a wave of freshmen who will
likely have an immediate impact on
this year's team.
Corey Jackson and Bryan Edwards
are two blue-chip recruits that head
Coach Jim O'Brien and a staff
landed over the summer.
Jackson comes off a dream senior
season in which he led his team,
playing both guard and forward
positions, to a 37-3 record, a Florida
state championship, and a number
13 national ranking in USA Today's
high school rankings.
Bryan Edwards, a 6'l backcourt
player from Cohassett High School
comes off of a dream senior season
as well. Edwards broke the all-time
New England scoring record and
played in the McDonald's all-star
classic, the premier high school
all-star game in the nation.
Edwards also teamed up with

senior Dana Barros to capture
Boston's top summer league
championship in the Bay State
games.
Jackson, who chose BC over Texas
University, Auburn, Kansas St., and
South Florida, because of BC's
excellent academic reputation.
"Being a Jesuit school, I knew the
academics would be stressed. I also
knew that I wanted to surround
myself with the quality people I had
met while being recruited here."
Jackson, who enjoys speaking in
front of younger kids on drugs and
other problems that they might face,
will be majoring in communications
and hopes to pursue a career in
broadcasting.

Edwards pointed out that the
single most important reason why
he decided to attend BC over
schools like Vlllanova, Marquette,
Oklahoma St., and UCONN was
that he knew he could receive an
excellent education at BC and knew
what it would mean after he
graduated.
"Having the chance to play in the
new Conte Forum and the Big East

NO.
5
1

Giles
Sanders
Score by

Quarter

BC
Pen n State

1
7
3

7

3

T
20
23

Men's Soccer

Eagles shut out Stags
By ROB COYNE

Although he missed the first half
due to a medical appointment, head
coach Ed Kelly was able to witness
the Eagles stretch a comfortable 2-0
lead into a 5-0 shutout of Fairfield
University.
is great, but it all came down to the
But the score does not reflect the
academics and what BC could do total dominance BC displayed. The
for me once I was out of school." game began with the Eagles
Edwards concern for academics is pressuring the Stags from all angles
evident by his decision to get up at leading to an early score by Greg
5:00 am each morning so he can
Schwake.
make the trip from his home in
Chris lugossy assisted on the score
Dorchester to Cohassett each day.
with a nice touch pass between two
When it comes to BC basketball, defenders to Schwake who was at
both players have set their goals high the left side of the crease. Schwake
for the team. Jackson said, "I want took the pass, faked the goalie right
to leave here in four years knowing and blasted a shot into goal, almost
I gave this program everything I had making the goalie look foolish in his
attempt to stop the shot.
to offer."
Midway through the half, BC
championships
every
at
"I've won
level I have ever competed, and I struck again on a rifle shot by Chris
Lugossy making the score 2-0. The
don't want that streak to end."
Edwards said he looks forward to Eagles continued to force the play
playing with and learning from with crisp passes and dynamic
Barros. Edwards has set his sights on dribbling that often left the Fairfield
competing in the NCAA tournament players on the ground watching as
and looks forward to playing against their BC counterparts flew by.
"The score however remained 2-0
the best the Big East can offer.
Although no one is sure just yet going into the half.
how O'Brien and his staff plan to
The second half began the same
implement these players into their way that the first one did with the
system, it is certain that BC has ball spending most of the time in the
landed two quality young men who Fairfield end.
will eventually have a definite
Only a few minutes into the half,
impact on the team.
the Eagles struck again, this time

Hoop recruits to have impact
By

Kickoff Returns

Dave Sullivan recorded a goal with
a head shot from the center of the
crease.

Sullivan received the ball from
Schwake who deftly lifted the ball
into the center of the crease from his
left wing position. Sullivan
outjumped two defenders and put
the ball over the goalie into the net.
Ten minutes later Chris Lugossy

racked up his second goal (and third
point) of the night when he stole the
ball from a midfielder and brought
the ball in from right of the goal and
drove it passed the outstretched
arms of the goalie.
BC continued its masterful play,
constantly sending the Stags into
their own end where they could
only kick the ball out of bounds to
stop the Eagles attack.
However this tactic could not stop
Schwake from scoring his
second goal of the game and
bringing the score to 5-0, where it
ended.
Not only did this victory even the
Eagles record at 2-2, but it also
showed that the offense was not
dead as one might have thought after
witnessing the last two games in
which it could gamer a total of only
two goals.
After the game Kelly said that he
is optimistic about the rest of the
season and acknowledged that a
victory against Syracuse, Sunday in
the Carrier Dome, would leave BC
among the leaders of the Big East.

the
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Sports Writers!
Meeting today 4:00
McElroy 113
New and Old writers welcome!
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Cash Flow
Problems
Already?

Welcome back! Are you in need of
funds after spending your summer
savings on books and new clothes
and room decorations? Underground Camera Inc. is looking for
part-time Camera Sales/Lab
Technicians in its various retail locations. If you have an interest in
photography, come and explore it in
an atmosphere of knowledgeable
salespeople and top quality equipment. To discover your potential as
a true salesperson and to supplement your meager college income,
call:

$
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Title possible for experienced team
Steve Griffin, a former Big East
champion, rounds out the three man
coaching staff.

By NANETTE McKINNEY
Villanova. Saint John's. Providence. The competition awaits. For
men's
tennis
team,
the
aggressiveness seems to be the key

"His contributions to the team
have been invaluable. With the three
of us working together, the team is
in a very favorable position, which
will undoubtedly be to their benefit
in the seasons to come," remarked
MacDonald.
Tension filled weekends await the
Eagles as they prepare for the Big
East Tournament and the New
Englands, forcing them to be away
every weekend for the next four
weeks.
When not involving themselves in
weekend bouts, the men will test
their skills against such schools as
MIT and Brandeis during the week.
Though boasting the highest
academic average of all teams at BC,
the tennis team is a tough place to

to victory.

Though the competition has
greatly improved, so have the
Boston College Eagles.
With eleven returning lettermen on
the twelve man team, only one spot
remained available for the thirty-odd
hopeful players.
Being such a young team last
year,the team's nucleus lies in it's
vast number of sophomores, while
it's leadership tasks rests on the
shoulders of senior captains Michael
Franchi and Steve Sigalove.
For the past eight years, the Eagles
have impressively held the number
one spot in the Big East, making
them the most successful team in the
history of Big East tennis.
occupy a spot.
Sixteenth year coach Mike
"They must work very hard to
MacDonald has been the grinding attain a position on this team-1150
force behind the team's great boards, at least a B average, top
success. But he doesn't stand alone. twenty-five percent of the class, and
"John Gordon is our assistant BC as a first choice. The team has
coach for the second year in a row produced many great athletes as
and he's just great. He's such an well as scholars, many of whom
asset to the team and we owe much have gone on to graduate from Med
of our success to his diligent efforts school," reflected MacDonald.
Though Steve Sigalove and Mike
and valuable time," commented
Franchi played first and second
MacDonald.

FAST MONEY IN FAST FOOD
Busy

Watertown Square.,
experienced
needs
pizza and sub makers,
restaurant in

respectively. Replacing them at
number one and two are
sophomores Gil Dailey and Mike
Raferty.
"Every one of the players has
improved greatly over the summer,
but Mike Raferty has done a
tremendous job with himself. It's
just amazing to see what he's
done-he's come a long way,
commented MacDonald.
Another sophomore, Michael
Hughes, has a strong hold on the
third singles spot. Rounding out the
sophomore contributions to the
team are Hiro Takata, sixth singles,
and Tom Lumsden, seventh singles.
John Nestle stands tall as the lone
junior on this year's team.
"Another one of the most
improved players on the team is Tom
Lumsden. He's worked diligently on
improving his game and it's now
beginning to show through in the
matches. Though he's only a
sophomore, he should be a
prominent force in the upcoming
seasons," stated MacDonald.
"This year's team has worked
harder than any other team yet. We
have won the Big East so many times
because we are the most prepared
team going into the matches,
concluded MacDonald.
Possessing the agility and
enthusiasm of many young players,
the 1988-89 men's tennis team is
optimistic about adding yet another
Big East championship to it's name.

Happy 21st

willing to take Managerial position.
Part time/hours flexible.
Pay Negotiable. Call Peter for an interview.

(508) 543-9573

singles last year, they now occupy

the number five and four spots

Stephanie!
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tuesday, Wednesday, thursday
September 20*22
10:00am-6:00pm

flexible

schedules
20%-25% discount
For an opportunity that's
stylish, professional and
always in fashion, come in
to f/ie Filene's nearest you
f or an on -the-svot interview. An equal opportunity
employer.
?
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filene's chestnut hill

Whether you're looking to

re-enter the workforce, earn
some money after class, or
just like to have
*
ex m mcome to enj 0}! tn is
season's fashions... Filene's
fits your lifestyle.
This fall the opportunities
are at Filene's. As a Sales
Associate, you '11 enjoy:

sales and stock positions
available*
part-time days
?
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?

part-time evenings

?

weekends

apply in person
at the personnel office,
3rd floor general office area
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UGBC opens hotline

BOSTON COLLEGE

APPALACHIAN
VOLUNTEERS

Continued from page 3
Student Survey Coordinators.
As described by Varona, the However, as this year is "a pilot
UGBC Student Services operates as year," both Pye and Varona stress
a team composed of a Vice that they need help from the
President, himself, and two students.
"We represent the students, and
Directors, sophomore Karen
Neal
we
need to see what should be
sophomore
O'Malley, and
responsible
mutually
for
done
and how," says Varona. He
two
Bruce,
departments:
refers
to the 24-Hour Student
supportive
Complaint
Relations
and
Action Line in particular.
Administrative
Pye
"Matt
told me to find a way to
Relations.
Student
"We want to serve as a conduit deal directly with student concern,"
between the administration and the said Varona, and "I just built from
student body through which newer that."
Pye says he feels "excited
and more open channels of
communication can be built," said because something is going to hit
home with the students as
Varona.
Varona named the varied individuals." He says he hopes that
committees: Department Liaisons, people "use and not abuse it" so
University Standing Committee "constructive things can get done."
"We want real proof that we can
Representatives, Judicial Affairs
Representatives, Student Rights act on," says Varona, "We want to
Advisors, Student Advocates and be more than just a band-aid."

Murray plans activities
"We're

Continued from page 10
The house sponsors various special
events throughout the school year.
There will be a "Supernatural
Night" on October 21 where
fortune tellers, palm readers, and
seance leaders will be present; an
'Around the World Festival' on
November 18 where different
student ethnic groups will make up
an intercultural bazaar; a 'Dynasty
Ball' on December 9, a black tie
affair during which a trip for two
will be raffled off as a door prize,
and the weekly spaghetti dinners
every Thursday night in which $2
buys all you can eat.
In addition to Firicano, two other
student managers, Ed Logan and
Steve Zubricki, live at Murray
House and help keep the house in
running order.

General Meeting
Wednesday, September 28
7PM
Walsh 7th Floor Lounge

fijwl
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calculator. In effect,
calculators in one

two

In its BASIC mode, you have
direct, two-keystroke access to 41
BASIC commands, as well as 10

transfer students."
Students can obtain information

about special events at Murray
House by checking the bulletin
board in McElroy or can do as
Firicano suggests and "just come
over and be a part of Murray
House."

user-definable keys which can make
doing your coursework a basic snap.
Switch to its calculator mode and
you're armed with 70 scientific
functions to help you easily solve
those tough technical problems.
And the large, color-coded keys,
QWERTY keyboard and separate
numeric keypad make it easier to

HHfflßfl

J

\u25a0

use than any other programmable
calculator.
Your BASICALC specs:
?8K RAM expandable to 16K RAM.
IB BASIC keyword set.
Optional software cartridges for chemical
engineering, math, statistics and finance.
Optional PASCAL language cartridge.
Optional printer and cassette interface.
?

?

?
?

Stop by your bookstore and see
both sides of the Tl-74 BASICALC
for yourself. Either way, it'll blow
you away.

on

Firicano. "Last year special
programs and publicity were
stressed. People know Murray
House now." In addition to the
student managers, Joan Defeis,
Assistant Dean for Student
Development, helps oversee the
house's operation.
Though the BC commuter
community is big, Firicano admits
that "how well Murray House is
utilized and how successful we are
depends upon the freshman and

Tht- Tl-74 BASICALC. Mg Bjfcfci
The BASIC
1
calculator
I
The
mathematics
Texas
Instruments.
\
u
25a0
\
u
25a0
\
u
25a0
\u25a0
from
m m
statistics cartridges are two of five optional
application software available. jR
(p \u25a0

h«xo
_

The Tl'74 BASICALC is
a BASIC calculator that's
also an advanced scientific

concentrating

and organization," said

YxirBASIC
Solution:

Yourßasic
Problem:
anE

neatness

J#A
I FYASS

IxJCTDT
IWICMTO
XLIN I'O
IIN OI l"OJ1\

"\u25a0?Trademark ofTexas Instruments Incorporated ©1988T1.
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'Between the conception / And the creation
1Between
the emotion I And the response

Falls the shadow"
?T.S. Eliot, The Hollow Men

GALLERY

BEDROCK CAFE

EXHIBITS

ATTHEICA

REVIEWED

TWO VIEWS OF THE LAST TEMPTATION
By MICHAEL CURRIER
THE LAST TEMPTATION OF CHRIST A
film by Martin Scorsese, from the novel by
Nikos Kazantzalas. Starring Willem Dafoe,
Barbara Hershey, Harvey Keitel, and David
Bowie. Now at the Circle cinema.
After seeing Martin Scorsese's The
Last Temptation of Christ twice and then
kind of sleeping through it a third time
in parts, it seems we (the collective
"we") somehow want not to see the
anguish of Christ's plight depicted so
vividly and so urgendy. Perhaps "we"
want to see "our" bland, simple
Wonderbreadish Christ live on in some
palatable Easter pageant production.
Perhaps for now we'd sooner crucify
Martin Scorsese than contend with the
complexities of his film-- another
peculiar instance wherein we feel more
comfortable with damning the
messenger, or even just the message
In recent times we've had very
pristine images of Jesus, scrubbed clean.
Franco Zefferelli's Jesus of Nazareth was,
for the most part, a ridiculously pious
backlit Easter TV. ratings sweepstakes.
Goasfxll is a pansy-ish image of a shy
placid Christ- juggler and clown, wise,
colorfully dressed/somewhat harmlessand, not surprisingly, it seemed to

offend no one. Jesus Christ Superstar,
though a piece of work with a
sometimes frisky thesis about our lives
and Christ's was too often obscured by
the inevitable spell cast by its powerful
music. Now with Scorsese's film we
get rich imagery thick with evocative
ideas.
Starting with the Kazantzakis text
(from the novel of the same name) and
never straying too far from it, Scorsese,
his cinematographer Michael Ballhaus,
and his well-chosen cast continually
rework these familiar images.
When Christ comes upon John the
Baptist whipping followers into a
feverish rock-and-roll group hysteria
along a muddy river; we sense that
unbound need that exists in us for
belief and inclusion; alongside Jesus for
that brief encounter we are appalled by
it, just as we have been appalled and
worried by Jim Jones' fervor, or
Falwell's, or the crush at Altamount, or
by that fervent desire of Deadheads.
Now from Scorsese, is a Christ with
a spine, with a will- a Christ who
looks like a carpenter and not a pale
muscle-less emaciated spirit. Scorsese, in
two hours and forty minutes, gives us
a Christ with much at stake.
Scorsese's film complicates all our
familiar images of Christ. He puts
LAST, p. 20

The members of LIGHTNING.

BANDS BOMB
By JAY SAVAGE
Heights Music Correspondent

You don't have to wait twelve years
hear the music of the twenty-first
century. At least that's what
Transvision Vamp and Lightning would
like you to believe. Both bands, with
their respective debut albums, Pop Art
(Uni/MCA Records) and Lightning Strikes
(BMG/RCA Records) pick up where
failed concept band Sigue Sigue Sputnik
left off, billing themselves as the future
of music, the "Fouth Generation of
Rock and Roll."
Transvision Vamp's Pop Art opens
with the cry "2001, and we're number
one!," and then continues on through a
description of an ultra-modern,
high-tech slum in 'Trash City" They
play basic 50's and 60's pop formulas
almost entirely on synthesizers, layered
heavily with dance riffs and an
occasional power guitar. The band is
to

fronted by a young female vocalist, a
space age nymphette, sort of a bizarre
mix between Debbie Gibson and
Princess Leia, adding a bubbly,
commercial sound to the songs.
"Trash City" kicks off with an
introduction to modern pop culture,
shunning icons of the past. "From Easy
Rider to Star Wars I from Che Guevara
to Laurie Anderson / from light shows
to videos / from LSD to MTV..." etc.
From here it's all downhill, tripping
over cliches and pointlessness the
whole way, landing rock bottom on
"Andy Warhol's Dead", which isn't
even worth quoting.
Then along comes Lightning hailing
their debut, Lightning Strikes as "23rd
century rock and roll." I can't stand
one-upsmanship between bands,
especially when they jump two whole
centuries. Harder edged than Pop Art,
Lightning comes off as a five-man
BAND, p. 22

By WILLIAM LACH
THE LAST TEMPTATION OF CHRIST A
film by Martin Scorsese, from the novel by
Nikos Kazantzakis. Starring Wilfem Dafoc,
Barbara Hcrshey, Harvey Keitel, and David
Bowie. Now at the Circle cinema.

disciple who is bound by duty to
betray Christ. With his untempered
New York accent and mawkish
gestures, one wonders why such a
boisterous, thoughtless man has chosen
to follow an

Christ.

ambivalent, passive

Still, the flaws in Mr. Keitel's
are due, in large part, to Mr.
portrayal
film
Martin Scorsese's most recent
Scorsese's
lack of concentration on any
has been picketed, debated, praised, and
single relationship in the film. The
denounced, giving rise to such heady
presentation of any relationship is
discussions in the media as censorship,
Christ's identity, and Christianity's role incomplete, thus denying the viewer
any chance to witness the growth of
in modern society. However, amidst all
Christ's relationship with Judas, with
of the talk about the issues recendy
thrust to the fore by this film, the film Mary Magdalene, with the people, and
with himself. Perhaps these numerous
itself seems to have become a rather
subplots flourish in the freedom of
minor figure in the debate.
Nikos Kazantzakis' novel, but they
The Last Temptation of Christ is
controversial, to be sure, but is it really flounder on film.
Though Mr. Scorsese attempted to
an artistically sound film? Not too
reveal
a more human Jesus, his film
surprisingly, the critical praise heaped
only
seems to present the traditional
upon Mr. Scorsese's film seems to be
more of a reaction against censorship
Christ epic adding only a few new
personality traits to each character.
in general than laurels gained by the
efforts of a worthy director.
Scorsese thus denies any of those traits,
of Christ's uncertainty, or Judas'
any
Composed of many short scenes that
could possibly stand on their own, The
aggressivity the chance to develop.
Just as Mr. Scorsese binds himself to
Last Temptation of Christ is similar in
format to other Christ bio-epics.
the scope and format of a traditional
However, though these short, disjointed Biblical epic film, so does he strap
scenes work in their steady portrayal of himself to the hokey use of traditional
predictable symbols reminiscent of
Christ's love and sacrifice for others,
Cecil B. DeMille films. For example, in
this Bible-bound, story-telling approach
a scene that deals with Christ's three
to direction eliminates any opportunity
for steady character development, even
temptations in the desert, he first meets
a
with a film nearly three hours long.
serpent, then a lion, and finally a
flame who all but move their lips,
Christ, as portrayed by Willem
Wizard of Oz style, with voices that
Dafoe, is convincing enough, yet his
character is so dichotomous in his
boom out loudly behind them.
With all of Mr. Scorsese's apparent
heavy indecision and jubilant charisma
confusion of whether to make his film
that he becomes a rather questionable
contemporary or traditional, focussed or
schizophrenic than either a tormented
broad, the appropriately driving musical
leader or an enlightened messiah.
score by Peter Gabriel and the harsh,
The other characters that appear in
glorious eye of cinematographer
the film are consistent in their
Michael Ballhaus are consistently
personalities, yet seem to be
excellent throughout.
underdeveloped types who appear in
Although the efforts of the various
sporadic episodes of the film, rather
than people who can grow and develop persons at work on the The Last
Temptation of Christ were not futile, with
with Christ.
Barbara Hershey, as Mary Magdalene, its directorial indecisiveness and lack of
focus, it is the greatest disappointment
is touching and poignant in her
that the film industry has offered this
portrayal of spiritual redemption, but
year.
she is a relatively minor figure in the
and
a
with
whom
Censorship is unethical in nearly all
film,
figure
familiar.
audiences are quite
circumstances, and critical opinion
Harvey Keitel, as Judas, is unbearably swayed by threats of such censorship is
loud and cartoonish as an aggressive
almost as unforgivable.

Lois is doing it.
So can you !
WRITE FOR REVIEW.
MEETINGS MON. 5:30
IN MCELROY 113.
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BEDROCK CAFE: PERFORMANCE ART THE ICA
By KAREN BROPHY
Heights Associate Editor
Performance art is often a forceful
condemnation of the state of affairs in
the world.
The Bedrock Cafe, a multi-media
cabaret featuring Boston performance
artists was presented at the Institute of
Contemporary Art Friday night.
Organized by Christina Favretta over a
year ago, the Bedrock Cafe is an event
where local performers can come to
display experimental work in the
cabaret-type environment.
The dominatrix of ceremonies, Fulla
Anxt (as played by Christina Favretta)
was funny, cynical, and perhaps the
best performer in the show. Favretta's
character, Fulla Anxt, is a German
artist who had come to the states to be
the host of the show. Dressed in black
and sporting a horse whip, Favretta
was followed around by a woman
dressed in men's clothes and wearing a
black beret. The woman adjusted
Favretta's microphone and spent her
entire time on stage with her back to
the audience.
The costuming of Fulla went along
with her title of dominatrix of
ceremonies, but her performance hardly
reflected her somber outfit. She was a
wildly funny host, commenting on her
experiences in America and spouting
poetry. Especially humorous were her
observations on the trials and
tribulations of going to the
supermarket, where Fulla found that all
supermarket cashiers look like German
Shepherds. Favretta knew when to end
a piece that was dragging. She was also
a relief to watch after some parts of
the show that were too long and not
well prepared, and kept the show fairly
well paced and entertaining.
The first piece was "Animation
Shorts" by Ellen Armstrong and Mike
Beach. The animations were good, but
they were not particularly memorable.
Next came Rasputin A-Go-Go, a
humorous commentary on life written
and performed by Jo Jo McGovern.
Dressed as a vagrant, McGovern sat on
the stage and read notes and amusing
observations on society. McGovern was
entertaining and started the show on a
high note.
Ryk Mclntyre, a poet faindy
reminiscent of the Jack Kerouac era,
read several of his pieces. His readings
were lively and energized, and who
better to know the rhythm and
intonation intended than the poet,
himself.

LAST,
from
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the bone, wraps the spirit in
real flesh, giving us grist for our mill.
Scorsese adds confusion. Without so
much at stake, Scorsese seems to be
asking us, what could Christ possibly
meat on

mean to us.

Early on, after Judas (played
provocatively by Harvey Kieitel) slaps
Jesus around in sheer frustration at
trying to make sense of Christ's
behavior, and Jesus pleads utter
confusion. "I'm struggling77 he says,
his face articulating every bit of that
confusion.
Throughout, Scorsese paints this
whole oft-told tale with jarring images.
This seems the right choice. The Jesus
we see on the screen is not of smooth
tongue, not in full command of what
is unfolding so quickly, not in control
and not even understanding what in
turn seems to be his destiny. In all
there is very little dialogue, and even
still that dialogue is often unimportant.
It is there more to reassure us, the
audience. Scorsese smartly depends on
the strength of his images, and very
,

The final piece of the first act was
video entitled Chapters in Televisionism.
The video opened with a person
watching two violent scenes from
Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho with the
viewer turning the television away
from the audience just as violence is
about to be presented. The maker of

a

shorter and faster as the word "abuse"
was flashed across the screen. The
video was an emotional, well
constructed statement about the
flagrant misuse of America's favorite
pastime, television.
Undoubtedly the strongest piece of
the evening was Evolution of a Grid by

battling the elements, signified by
women in the aisles dancing and
chanting the words "grow and "die".
After this initial sequence, Ellzy walked
off the stage, and a screen projected the
image of a circle, breaking down to
pieces and then forming a grid,
representing the destruction of
interpersonal bonds. The movement of
the women in the aisles changed at
this point; one of the women on each
side moved mechanically while the
other gyrated in pain as if the
mechanical movements were
controlling and hurting her. The entire
performance ended with a large bang.
The concept was brilliant, and was
achieved through wonderful movement
and exciting synthesized music.
The cult singer Xanna Don t gave the
best musical performance of the
;;

;

evening. Xanna, a country-western
singer with a fifties sound, has a
powerful voice, equally capable of
pouring out soulful ballads and vibrant
country-western tunes.
After Xanna7s exuberant

melodies, the
of
the
show fell through the
energy
floor. A video entided Invocation by
Daniel Harnett was a series of images
in what appeared to be Roman ruins
that were jumbled with neon and city
scenes during the middle of the video,
suggesting that the decadence of
American society is pushing the United
States to the same fate as the Roman
Empire. Though the skit was an
original production of a familiar thesis,
the stage crew s removal of the set
from the previous piece interrupted the
presentation, making it extremely
difficult to concentrate on the video.
The evening ended on a dead note
when Nurse Victims of the Japanese
took the stage and performed three
songs. The songs were almost
completely computerized save one
guitar and one bass, and were
accompanied by spectacular
computerized graphics. Although the
singer, Frank Coleman, had a passable
voice, he was so concerned with
making sure the computers were
working that he paid little attention to
the audience. Favretta, (to whom a
special thank you is due for saving
?everyone's ears) intervened when it
became obvious that the audience was
not responding.
Even with its production flaws, The
Bedrock Cafe roused the emotions and
intellect to create a disturbing
sociopolitical criticism that is perhaps
too relevant, too urgent for other art
forms to comment.
;

CHRISTINA FAVRETTA as Fulla Anxt.

the video, TW. Li, seems to be
suggesting that perhaps society should
use more discretion than it does when
watching violent scenes. The rest of
the video combined clips from a sitcom
(Three's Company), a pornographic movie,
and an industrial film illustrating how
to slaughter sheep. The clips became

Nerve Ring. The final stage in the
evolution of the human race was
presented as humanity's regression into
slaves of technology, the grid. The
evolution of humankind, portrayed by
Karen Ellzy was illustrated through
Ellzy's stretching movements as she
brought herself to stand, all the while

physical and compelling performances
from his cast.
By stripping this version of the
beautiful lyrical language of the
Gospels we are confronted by a Christ
grasping for language just as he is
struggling for meaning, for an
understanding, and path. In Willem
Dafoe's performance we see now a
much more dynamic picture of a
Christ at a crossroads than what
grade-school catechism ever afforded us.
The characterizations of those around
Christ are as precise and daring as
Dafoe's. Harvey Keitel has never
seemed this physically imposing on
screen, and has rarely taken such risks.
We easily know Keitel's New York
Jewish accent isn't historically accurate
for a Biblical tale but it gives us still
more insight into his performance, a
touchstone, and a possible road into
Judas7 sense of right and wrong. With
this forceful picture of Judas, Scorsese
brings tremendous resonance to the life
of Christ. Judas is driven by the need
to bring about change; the messiah
that Judas envisions will help liberate
the oppressed, help bring revolution.

That angry Judas, brisdy and impatient
with Christ's metaphysical struggles, is
a huge part of what makes this film so
brilbant and challenging.
Barbara Hershey, as Mary Magdelene,
is as wonderful as Keitel and Dafoe,
yet somehow more elusively so. Her
tattooed Magdalene doesn't ring false,
and goes beyond the mother/whore
scenario to which Magdelene is
ordinarily limited.
The camera is almost always in the
right place. In its movement we can
find a God in this film, and a Christ.
The haunted landscape evoked is
primary to Scorsese's efforts, as primary
here as the bare stage and leafless tree
in Beckett's Godot. The garden of
Gesethamme, as depicted here is not an
oasis in the desert, rather it is jumble
of rock, and not at all unlike the
rockpile we've seen in so many prison
movies. Everything in the sweep of the
camera brings forth dimensions of the
struggle in which Christ is locked.
Peter Gabriel's score succeeds
continually; no small feat for a nearly
three hour film, with so little dialogue.
Gabriel's soundtrack seems to rise up

of the mud and dust and dirt
depicted, making cacaphonous
indigenous sounds that help propel this
work along.
Throughout all Scorsese's previous
work are the ingredients of this film.
Those outraged by Scorsese's daring
should find a copy of Raging Bull,
wherein DeNiro's Jake LaMotta
struggles through these very same
battles of flesh, of spirit, of our
dualistic natures, and desire.
The Last Temptation of Christ has a lot
going for it. Its length, sober ambition,
and our own resistance are the only
elements that make it a problematic
work.
out

the
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Boston at PEACE
By AIMEE WALSH
New painting by ED STITT at the Gallery
NAGA, 67 Newbury St., Boston, from Sept.
6 through Oct. 1. Hours: Tuesday through
Saturday 10-$. For more information:

167-9060.

Ed Stilt's paintings of the Boston
landscape provide a picturesque,
refreshing view of the city. The
paintings are filled with shadow, light
and color which are pleasing qualities
to the eye. Stitt captures views of the
warehouses in the Fort Point Channel
area, as well as the Fenway resident
blocks.
One painting entitled "Advance of
the Condos" displays a rich blend of
tension, instability and change. Stitt
conveys that chaos by angling the
building itself, giving the spectator a
toppling effect. A large, looming
shadow streaks across the building. The
shadowed windows have distorted
reflections and lines in them,
contributing to the sense of
anticipation and tension. The tide
"Advance of the Condos" though
somewhat humourous, brings images
of modem day life stamping out and
conquering the old.
"A Street Sunset," on the other hand,
gives the viewer a deep sense of inner
peace. Stitt/s use of brilliant orange,
deep sky blue, and forest green brings
the ominous warehouses to life. The
painting offers

a new

perspective from

which one may wish to consider the
old, rambling building. Ironically, many
artists use this warehouse space at Fort
Point Channel as studio space.
The viewer can discern a faint sign
painted on part of a distant building
which bears the abbreviation 'Co/ In
that painting the buildings are angled,
giving the viewer a similar sense of
instability or nearing change like
"Advance of the Condos." The distant
sign contributes to that. But because
the colors are warm and inviting Stitt
offers the viewer a comforting bright
sense of peace despite the changing
environment. The final contribution to
that ease and peace is that the viewer
discerns through a window of one of
the buildings a bright orange hue of
sunlight, suggesting transparency and
spirit.

A third painting entided "Wesdand
Ave." has special meaning to me, as
IVe spent much time in this area. The
painting shows an intersection from a
triangular perspective. It first draws the
eye to the meeting of the crosswalk
lines, which forms a triangle and then
expands in depth to a panoramic view
of the resident buildings and their
textural fronts. Stitt's presentation of
that street comer is unique in that
there are no humans present. In reality
that corner is often thriving with
activity. The trees are a budding green
color- almost ornamental in their own
right. The uniqueness of this painting
lies in Stitt's ability to find beauty and

FAMILY PHOTOS
FAMILY PICTURES by

Judith Black and William Gift.

from

Judith Black and William Clift
perceive the same subject, that is
family, differently. Cliff's photos, often
alarming and arresting, unquestionably
belong on the gallery's walls, while
Judith Black's would have been more
comfortable in a family album atop
grandma's coffee table

William Clift's pictures are artistic
because they spur consideration and
speculation. The photos offer faint
puzzles which, when solved, reveal
captivating beauty. For example, at first
glance Clift's "Charts, May 10, 1988"
is a pleasing though familiar image- a

"Chans, May 10, 1988" by

WILLIAM CLEFT.

'

of the lone stairs, narrowing as they
reach the front door upon which
stands the mother and child.
Mr. Dion director of NAGA finds
this painting to be "more
psychologically narrative and less
distant" than some of Stitt's others.
This is representative of Stitt's
readiness to deal with human figures
and perspectives.
In many of the paintings, Stitt creates
cumulous skies in rich and deep shades
of blue, simultaneously suggesting
strength and peace. Stitt achieves and
captures what so many people attempt
in their daily lives- peace in a
changing, busy world.
;

;
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innocent girl. This common
By COLLEEN NACLE
sight alone would not be enough to
WZBC General Manager
hold the viewer. But, a man's shadow
above the delicate girl's heart beckons
When travelling through McElroy
the viewer to further investigate the
Commons, one may frequently find
photo. Strong light, probably from a
oneself standing amidst crowds of
distant window, illuminates only the
would-be book buyers, lunch eaters,
young girl- who occupies the photo's
and consumers. Toe more impulsive
center- while, in the shadows behind
types may opt to round the corner past
her, a doorway's straight edge parallels the Bay Bank machine and happen
the girl's draping arms and attentive
upon the long hallway someone
neck. These factors culminate to make
somewhere dubbed "College Row".
the girl seem statuesque and majestic.
Although many start down the hall,
The man's shadow covering most of
home of many student organizations,
Charts' body seems to be holding a
few ever progress far enough to step
through the threshhold of WZBC
camera, and is probably her father,
Clift. The shadow, lying above the
Boston College radio.
girl's heart, may suggest that Charts
Those who do share the distinction
holds her father's spirit within her or,
of entering WZBC include members of
perhaps that Charts in her father's eyes, -such familiar bands as REM, the Police,
Husker Du Tackhead, and Mission of
possesses a beauty like a Greek statue.
The photograph is open, calling for
Burma, Just to name a few. Since the
interpretation. It pushes the viewer to
mentally travel and, thus, elates him.
the sun rising from behind eastern
Close examinations of Clift's other
mountains. Clift/s Polaroid Spectra
works reveal similar charms. In
System color photographs are, on the
"Carola, March 8, 1988; Santa Fe" red
whole, captivating and clever.
sunlight on Carola's red hair accents
Judith Black's black and white
her fiery facial expression. Auburn
Polaroid snapshots of her family, on
wisps of wheat in "Charts, Jan. 3,
the other hand, are too familiar and
1988; Santa Fe", integrate with Charts'
static to merit close examination. With
fine hair indicating that she, dressed in
her photos, Black attempts to capture
European farming clothing is bound to her subject's temperament. Often,
nature, to earth.
however, the viewer can only guess at
Besides photos of his daughters, Clift what emotions her children are feeling
includes in his "Family Pictures"
for the child's facial expressions are
photos of his yard and house In
vague and the setting offers no
"Staircase, Feb. 19, 1988; Santa Fe"
evidence The photos, for the most
Clift preserves and calls attention to an part, have only one level of meaning.
image too fleeting to catch the hurried
They do not include enough imagery
observer. Clift shows stairwell banister
to motivate the viewer to wonder why
shadows on a white wall at the instant the boy appears bored, or sad, or tired.
when those shadows converge on a
The photos are no more fascinating
distant doorway.
than those in your roommates' family
album.
"Sunflower, Aug. 10, 1988; Santa Fe"
was photographed when the flower
The juxtaposition of Black's and
Cliff's photographs reveals how one
appears to be hovering just above some
distant mountain peaks. The flower,
artist may perceive his family with
with yellow petals radiating from its
heightened expression while the other
center
looks like
views hers with normalcy.
circular, orange-yellow

graceful,

By ROBERT PIAZZA
Heights Arts Correspondent

Exhibited at The Clarence Kennedy
Gallery, 770 Main St., Cambridge,
Sept. IS thru Oct. ZZ.

"Mondo Morning" by ED STTTT.
serenity in the hub of busy urban life.
Finally a striking painting entitled
"Boston Facade7 shows the viewer the
Forsythe building On the doors
is a bronze relief of a mother nurturing
and holding a tiny child. That
intimacy contrasts starkly with a man
sprawled upon the steps of the
building Perhaps one may assume that
the man, attempting to find comfort
himself, has fallen. This painting
provokes the viewer to ask questions
and to participate in discovering its
meaning. The use of shadow is
minimal in the painting. It depicts a
beige building front trimmed in teal,
framed by ornate lamps on either side

;

birth of WEICs two weekly formats
of Modem Rock and No Commercial
Potential, ZBC has gained an
international reputation for being on
the foremost edge of alternative music.
Modern Rock, weekdays from 9am
to spm, is Boston's source for
progressive rock, focussing on the latest
music from England, Belgium,
Germany, and the U.S. Bands such as
the Sugarcubes, Pere Übu, and Test
Department have recendy received
heavy air play in our mod rock format.
Our evening program No Commercial
Potential (NOP), broadcasting
weeknights from 6pm to 2am, is one
of the largest experimental formats in
the country* In NGP, you can expect to
hear a wide range of experimental,
"

garde, and electronic music, most
of which is uncategorical.
Besides our Modern Rock and NCP
programming WZBC offers a variety
of specialty shows on the weekends
including jazz, Latino, blew Age,
country, and reggae. Public service
shows from Sforts Tonight to the Hoflistk
Community are featured on weekdays, as
Well as Morninghne from 6am to 9am.
WZBC, with its 1000 watt capacity,
can broadcast up to a 50 mile radius,
reaching up to Salem, N.H., through
avant

Boston, and down to Hingham, MA.
The radio station is run entirely by
students, consisting of 16 departments
ranging from sales to production, all of
which new members can join. Its
programming is also not limited to the
FM airwaves- ZBC has an AM carrier
current station which broadcasts in the
Eagles Nest cafeteria. The AM station
offers students new to radio or With
different musical tastes ah opportunity
to gain broaokasting experience in a
free-form format.
If you're interested in becoming a
member of WZBC, stop by McElrby
107 anytime. Our general meeting is
on Tuesday, September 20 in Higgins
304 at 7:3opm. Everyone is welcome.
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UNTITLED
By TAMARA HLADIK
Last week in a Vietnamese eatery
(this is a true story brethren), amidst
the usual low tumble of restaraunt
conversation, I yelled out in no shy
manner, "PIQUANT". Diners turned,
diners stared, clamorous cudery was
struck dumb. I believe it would be safe
to surmise that most were moved by
the volume of my voice than any other
aspect of the incident, but I would
guess that somewhere amid the
vinallette divans was a patron who
additionally thought, "Piquant. I
wonder what that means?" (my
lexicon says, "pleasandy pungent"), or
"Piquant. Does she refer to her entree?
Perhaps I should inquire of the waiter
and order the same. Or, if she refers to
her own person, perhaps I should
introduce myself." Well, no one wound
up approaching me with any glib lines,
and in that sense it was a missed
opportunity, but I would still bet the
same: that night, some were reminded
more of Webster than of Stentor.
Most persons, to a greater or lesser
degree, have at one time instigated
social unease by a certain selection of
word or other verbal drapery. As I
budded into maturity, I was frequendy
traumatized by those who, upon
hearing a strange noun or scary verb
issue from my lips, pointed an accusing
phalange to my horrified face like
Donald Sutherland in "Invasion of the
Body Snatchers" and shrieked, "SAT.
WORD! S.AT WORD!" To this very
day if someone ventures even an
oblique reference to the Scholastic
Aptitude Test, I feel as if the rooks of
social pariahdom settle on my
shoulders like ill-omened epaulets.
Well if that is my fate, I shall not
curse the Norns for it. I'll endure it for
the glory of precision, the honor of
contumacy, for it is indeed a feeble

argument that spits "Why didn't you
just say you were bummed out?"

(translation, "Why did you make me
feel unconfortable/ignorant using words
that I don't know?) Well, I must reply
that those were the precise words that
fit at the moment, and none else
would do to convey the tender balance
of my meaning.
Instead of objurgating honest
language when it toils like a draft
horse, plowing for understanding and
specificity, why not celebrate and praise
it? Too many people have stables and
stables of Percheron-adjectives and
Clydesdale-nouns that are wasting
away in their stalls. Why beat "sad" to
death when "despondent", "wistful",
"troubled", "morose", "grieved", and
"wounded" are all chomping at the bit,
eager to draw intent across the
implanted ear? Mind, too, that "sad" is
just as legitimate as any of the others,
and it matters more that you keep faith
with your meaning than to drive
words before you that shall only sow

misunderstanding.

Language is a lovely thing the more
you make use of it, the more you
understand it, the richer your world
becomes. In the Bible, Adam receives a
wonderful allegorical gift from God:
the privilege of naming the denizens of
the newly-whelped world. Besides
honor, this was power, for to know the
true name of something gives insight
to its nature, its function, and being. In
the more chthonic flavors of ages past
one posessed a true-name and a
use-name, for to freely offer a bit of
one's soul to just anyone was sure
invitation to catastrophe: a true-name
could be a weapon on the tongue of
an enemy or evil necromancer.
This is the essence of what is sensed
of someone who only harnesses
polysyllabic verbiage to their thoughts,
someone who takes porcine mouthfuls

out of Rogct's Thesaurus and doesn't
bother to chew his or her food
properly. It is fascinatingly distasteful to
see the crud of verbs stuck between the
teeth, and just plain nasty when that
person uses mangled language to
augment a misplaced feeling of
superiority; the word-monger's crime is
compounded if he or she throws
caution to the wind and definition into
the toilet.
The selection of language can make
the sentence click its heels like a
Prussian myrmidon or strut
insouciandy across the page. Witness:
"That man has green teeth." versus
"Yon gentleman's dentures are
resplendant in their verdure." It is at
this point that it is more salient that
language is ornamental as well as
functional for; beyond a mood, an
intention, the rhythms of words when
artfully woven together can be striking
for their own sakes. The quest for the
grail of precision and understandng
does not imply ascetic withdrawal
from semantic jesting or verbal
jousting. But lest the quest be forgot,
never forswear one's troth to one's
meaning.
I've read a disturbing statistic that
purports that out of the hundreds of
thousands of words of this particular
tongue, English, the average person
only knows an approximate forty
thousand, and out of those only ten
thousand are in active use. Now, I hope
at this point that some of you are any
combination of despondent, wistful,
troubled, morose, grieved, wounded,
and even sad at this little squib, but if
you are not, then I am all of these.
Language, in terms of vocabulary, does
not truly live unless it is used, and,
true, words are dear, but not sanctified
to the point that one is only allowed a
quick peek at them when those of
more ancient and purple sound are
;
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Explore, explore. Ingest a weekly dose
of vocab. Find out the difference
between stalactite and stalagmite (the
former grows from upwards down, the
latter from downwards up). Discern the
subde difference between milt and
millet (fish sperm; edible grasses).
Impress the neighbors and amaze your
friends with the fine, ancient art of
dictionary zen.

BAND,
from p. 19.

punk-pop squadron of party
commandos. Their press kit reads like
every article ever written about the Sex
Pistols (gig crashing attacking "boring
established music" etc.) and their songs
feature electronic drums and a driving
guitar and synth sound, much like the
Clash's Cut the Cray, but without the
politics. Their lyrics center around
what they claim to be their
surroundings, an average age of 22
"London slum years old" but makes
no definite statement about them. All
it ends up being is rhymes about
slums, guns, labor and drugs.
Actually, neither album makes much
of any statement other than "If you'll
be too old to play rock and roll in the
real 21st century, you can just pretend."
Unfortunately, both albums prove the
"future" to be more cliche-riddled and
boring than the present.
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Worthy words as "quotidian",
"salubrious" "perspicacious" might all
be fated dodo's ends (curse those
Norns) because of a casual indifference
and awkward unease as to their use.
Now, there is nothing wrong with
losing some words and gaining others
in terms of vocabularic evolutionlanguage lives, language grows. But it
stinks of sin to treat dictionaries as
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Exchange Council brings native Irish to BC
employed 1,200, they pointed out,
had been shut down for two years.
The Dunlop tire factory (850
employees), the Ford assembly
plant (780), and the Sunbeam
textile mill (600) had closed in turn.
There is a painful irony in the fact
that Ireland, with the youngest
population in Europe, and arguably
the best educated, suffers from 25
percent unemployment.
Education flourishes, not only in
ancient Trinity College, but in
University College Dublin, Cork,
Galway, and a constellation of
teachers' colleges, colleges of
engineering and commerce,
institutes of higher education,
nurses' training schools, and
Dublin's noted medical schools.
Standards are tough. A student
from University College Cork
mentioned some courses with a
flunk rate of 70 percent.
After a night's sleep in
dorm
Claver-Loyola-Xavier
complex, the Irish collegians
gathered in a physics lecture hall for
a two-hour briefing.
Tom Coumbe, an agent of the

By REV. FRANCIS SWEENEY,SJ
Special to the Heights
Brian McCarthy, Jerry Holland
and Brian Connolly, undergraduates in Cork Regional
Technical College, arrived in
Boston in early June with a J-1 visa
stamped in their maroon-jacketed
Irish passports.
The visa entitles them to work in
America for four months, or until
October 19. There were 150 young
men and women, armed with the
same visa, in the big Aer Lingus
747, a segment of 2,500 Irish
undergraduates who poured into
Boston this summer.
They were met by representatives

of the Council on International
Educational Exchange and bused

to Boston College for theirfirst view

of America.
The trip was a welcome
challenge for the three students
from Cork. They have a year to go
in a mechanical engineering
program, and will graduate into

dismal prospects.

The Cork dockyards, which had

Council

streets. Applying in person, and
singly,not in groups is best."

International

on

Educational Exchange, opened

a

brisk information lecture with the
legal status of the visitors. They
were free to go anywhere in the
United States and to accept any job
offered.They could earn as much as
$1,950 without taxes, but would be
taxed for earnings over that amount.

This is the third summer that
Boston College has welcomed the
young Irish to Chestnut Hill. (From
the first contingent arriving in June,
Kevin Downey, supervisor of
housing at Boston College, hired
ten for summer work in the housing
About getting along with office.) One difference noted this
Americans: if they were questioned year is the number ?upwards of 20
about taking American jobs they
might reply that the CIEE program
is reciprocal. As many American
students (an estimated 25,000) are Continued from page 11
holding summer jobs in Europe.
If offered something, like a meal,
fine quality, but it varies in each
the Irish custom of declining store," said Durkin.
politely a few times would not do
The Annex contains new,
in America. It must be yes or no the different gift items, dorm
first time.
accessories, health and beauty aids,
How many of the Irish collegians sportswear, and B.C. paraphernalia.
find employment? "All of them," a B.C. rocking chairs,
studio chairs,
CIEE representative said. "Not
packs, Cross pens, and
leather
back
always the jobs they had in mind.
windbreakers are just a small
But restaurants, hotels, fast food sample of the selection the Annex
shops are advertising vacancies. offers.
Read the help-wanted ads,the
"The atmosphere is much less
youngsters were told. Pound the chaotic, less crowded, and presents
a comfortable, aesthetically
pleasing appearance," commented
Albert Cavorette, Manager of the

single room, the fee is $3,500 per
year.
The leasing of McClellan Hall
reflects the steps BC has taken in
trying to solve the housing
problems of its students. "We
thought it was a great opportunity
to test if there was a legitimate need
for graduate housing," said
Capalbo.

Made

"Even though we were
disappointed from the response of
graduates, we will continue to do
everything possible for their
expressed needs for housing."
An example of one such effort has
been the creation of the Graduate

of

faculty,
administrators and graduate
students appointed by Dr.
Campanello, Executive Vice
President of Boston College, the
committee is concerned with
"investigating the need for graduate
housing," according to Capalbo.
Although all the spaces in the
dormitory are not filled, the rooms
will not remain empty. While
definite plans have not been
established, one tentative possibility
will be the junior women's waiting
list.
"After 86 Comm. Ave opens, and
we know how many senior and
junior women have been taken off

up

Annex.

The only books which the Annex
are for pleasure reading. A
whole line of athletic fitness shoes
by Champion and sportswear by
Puma are also carried at the B.C.

sells

the waiting list, we may provide the
opportunity for junior women with
transportation, who remain on the
waiting list, to claim McClellan
Hall.
"We will also let them participate
in the lottery next spring which
guarantees them housing during
senior year. They will get the same
amount of lottery numbers as other
seniors."
Capalbo expressed satisfaction
with the initial "test-run" of

Student Center Committee formed

this year.

Students arrived with jobs
secured as counter clerks, nurses'
aides, landscape workers, and
chambermaids. On the same
work-visa arrangement, 2,500 other
Irish students were coming into
New York, where their overnight
quarters were at the William Sloane
House of the YMCA, on West 34th
Street.

Annex offers alternative

McClellan Hall leased for grads
Continued from page 4

percent?who arrived with jobs
already in hand.

Annex.

"We want to be more upbeat and
accommodate students with the
modern merchandise they need
and demand," remarked Cavorette.
"The Annex is not as condensed
as the other bookstore and its
location allows lower and offcampus students to have much
easier access to B.C. paraphemelia
and other necessary school items,"
stated Kerri Mooney, SON '90.
"I don't think the Annex will
solve the problems in the other
bookstore. Everything in it is so
tightly
disorganized
and
categorized so badly, without any
sense of direction. To solve this

McClellan Hall thus far.

"Whether the dormitory is a
success or a failure, we will learn
valuable lessons and those lessons
will be applied as we contemplate
whether to build graduate
housing."

problem, I think the bookstore
should strictly be dedicated to
books," observed Karen Dindial,
A & S '91.
According to Patrick Packard,
Supervisor at the B.C. Annex, "The

administration does

not want to

take away the convenience from
either of the bookstores. Also, the
space available in the bookstore is
so small, that it would still be
crowded
without
B.C.
paraphernelia."
"I feel bad about the lines in the
campus bookstore and will do
everything in my power to make
sure it won't happen again next
year," stated Durkin.
"We hope to redesign the front
of the store for a better layout that
will make some space available for
more check-out areas with faster,
and shorter lines," continued

Durkin.

Also, according to Durkin,
"Campus planners are working
aggressively to build a fine student
center within the next 2 to 3 years.
A brand new, expanded bookstore
will be part of this first-class
facility."
'The purpose of the Annex is not
to solve the crowding in the
bookstore, but to provide
convenience for students, alumni,
and the neighboring community,"

concluded Durkin.
"The other bookstore

is a

madhouse. Alumni come in here
and can't believe how great it is,"
commented John Cloutier, '92,
employee of the B.C. Annex.
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Call your Travel Agent or Eastern
Airlines for details.
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Our Cash Card
Saves You 20%
For students, every dollar counts. Charrette
helps you stretch your budget with a special
offer for students ?a Charrette Cash Card
FREE! You'll save 20% on your purchases and
also take advantage of many savings
opportunities available to card holders only.
Sign up at any Charrette location before
October 31,1988 and start saving now!
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Free trial valid through December 31,1988. Some purchase restrictions apply For
details, visit the nearest Charrette location.

charrette

Art, Design and Drafting Supplies for Students
31 Olympia Avenue, Woburn, MA 01888
45 Batterymarch Street. Boston. MA 02110
777 Boylston Street. Boston. MA 02116
184 South Street, Boston, MA 02111
95 Mt. Auburn Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
1033 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139

Dustbowl hosts activities day
Continued from page 3
DellaPietra, president of the
Musical Guild.
Christine Tiemey, president of the
Irish Society, saw "a lot of
enthusiasm and interest from
people" joining the Society, and
predicted a good year for her club,
which is under new leadership and
has many activities planned.

A sophomore in A&S remarked
"it was good to see such a turnout
of public interest groups."

Many clubs displayed their
through
talents
Dustbowl
performances. BC's jazz ensemble
BC Bop! performed in the early
afternoon, as did the Karate Club
and several other groups.
Sitter needed: Reliable, energetic
person to care for 3 terrific kids (ages
8,5,2) 2-3 afternoons/wk (12-15hrs) in
our Newton Highlands home. Near

T. $6/hr. Call 969-4730.

Help Wanted
Wanted: Female. In exchange for
room and board, 20 hrs. per week
between 2:30-6:30, driving two
children, 9 & 15, toclasses etc. some
house chores. Walking distance to
BC, but car preferred. Lovely
Newton home; private & Bath. Mrs.
Marti Mirken 527-2908.177 Park St.
Newton 02158

Seeking babysitter for our active
engaging 3V4 year old in our West
Newton home. Thursdays and
Fridays 9am-4pm, plus occasional
other evenings. Must provide own
transportation. Pay negotiable.
Please call Meg Holland 527-4723.

Babysitter needed Thursdays
12:30-4pm for three kids aged 4 to
11 in Newton. Own car and
references required. Excellent salary.
Call 965-5618.

Also on the dustbowl was a
caricaturist and roving magician,
aimed at contributing to the festive
atmosphere.
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The day's musical diversity was

rounded out bythe performance of

the Mystic Vibes, a reggae band
brought back this year by popular
demand.

Need 3 cords of wood stacked. $100
for the job. Newton Highlands
527-4996.
Babysitter wanted, Newton Center,
needed for 2 year old girl. Tuesday
and Thursday morning and Tuesday
afternoons. Transportation available.
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Cathy 969-7222.

Babysitter needed, to assist M-W-F
5:00-8:00 and occasional evenings
for our five year old and twin 2 year
olds in Newton home close to BC.
Nonsmoker. Call Joyce at 527-5942.
Salary negotiable.
Sports-Ski. Sports minded part time
salesgirl and ski mechanic position
available. Must be able to work
Xmas season! Call now-Ski&Tennis
Chalet. Newton. 964-0820.
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an all new world of
tropical dining and enjoy our
Enter
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sensational Polynesian Lounge featuring
Panavision wide screen TV.
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Luncheon-Dinner-Take-out (L
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Deliver all day! 536-0420
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Within 2 miles of Aku Boston

1 VISIT OUR OTHER LOCATIONS
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09 BROOKUNE AVE.-PARKING IN REAR AFTER 4 P.M.

'CAMBRIDGE

IN

WORCESTER /
EAST CENTRAL ST. [A
NEAR CENTRUM

ALEWIFE PARKWAY
NEXT TO ALEWIFE (Y)
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Consider yourself an energetic type? If you enjoy working

with other students, and need some
extra cash, you might be

Times on campus. It's a chance to earn

?

some serious money, while getting to know a lot of people.
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For detailscall 1-800-631-1222. Askfor

Campus Sales. Roaring is not required.
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'PON PER TABLE IN DINING ROOM OR LOUNGE ONLY
EXPIRES 5/15/88

BOSTON
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CAMBRIDGE

109BROOKUNE AVE.
OPEN 11: M AM to 1 AM

536-0420

._

PKWY.
149 ALEWIFE BROOK
OPEN DAILY 11:30 AM U) 2 «i*
491-5377
__

._
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935-6000
542-1666
267-2490
292-8820
495-0250
495-0235

I
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WORCESTER
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11E. CENTRAL ST.
**

792-1124
|
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September 19, 1988
Babysitter needed occasional
evenings. Two girls (6 & 2Vi). BC side
of Newton Center. Call Joan
965-3678.
Babysitter needed for weekendsand
evenings for 5 year old and infant in
Newton home. Walking distance
from BC campus. Call 244-7204 or

backgrounds tor paid work in

I
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If you are enrolled in an accredited, generic baccalaureate program in
nursing, have completed your sophomore year and meet our qualifications for Collegiate Nursing Assistant lor 11, we would like to meet
you. You'll work in a challengingand rewarding environment as a valued
member of an expert health care team in the area's most advanced
nursing and medical center. You'll earn top pay as you learn more about
your profession.
CNA D
CNA 1
$8.00/ hour
$7.00/ hour

SCHOLARSHIP LOAN PROGRAM
?

Work 6 shifts per month during academic year, receive hourly
rate plus. $150.00 per month.

Orientation is October 1

&

244-6762.

Looking for a warm and loving
person tocare for our two month old
baby. Weekly salary guaranteed for
the school year. Please call
969-5019.
as part time customer service reps,
for
our Comm. Ave circulation
Babysitter: weekend evenings;
Hours: Weekdays 7-11am or
office.
occasional other hours; 2 kids, ages
2:30-7pm;
Saturdays 7am-Ipm;
trying...
10 months and 3 years; own
B:3oam-Ipm.
Hours can be
Sundays
transportation;
Centre;
Newton
Help a Newton mom with 2
arranged to fit schedule. Must have
332-7257.
intelligent, energetic boys (7&4) and
good phone manner. Students
their adorable little sister (1). Room and Board plus salary for part encouraged to apply. $5.50/hr. Call
Part-time. Flexible hours, excellent time child care. Convenient location Galen at 787-2060.
pay. 965-5552.
two blocks from green line in
Occasional babysitting: Prof,
Babysitter wanted, for V/i year old. Newton Centre. Please call Carolyn couple need babysitters for
Mornings and weekends. Walking 964-6463.
occasional evenings for 2
distance to Newton Campus. Easy money. We need energetic, school-aged children; located very
969-6760.
creative and personable people for close to BC Newton campus. $4/hr.
Babysitting Warm, responsible sales work in local tanning salon If interested in being called, call
student for 2 great kids (8&5). Any featuring exercise/toning tables. 332-8828.
or all of the following afternoons. T Make your own hours according to Babysitter
wanted Sunday
1-4:30, Th 1-5:30, F 12-3. In Newton. your needs and abilities. Ideal for
with baby
Experience
afternoons.
Near T, but car preferred. 965-1489. people who want spending money, required. Five minute walk from BC
a free tan and time to enjoy them.
Warm, friendly Newton family Call 332-3127.
campus. Call Linda 969-6346.
needs afternoon babysitter. Adorable
Banquet Staff The Country Club.
5 yr old twins and 7 yr old. Live-in Childcare needed for playful toddler
$7.25-$B.OO/hr. Shuttle service
in
Very flexible
option. One mile from T. Call Ellen and infant Newton.
available.
Call Mr.Woodman
hours to fit your schedule. Mornings
Kass 527-8479.
566-0240.
and/or late afternoons. Own
transportation. Call 244-2666.
Tutors needed.slo-$l2/hr. in all
Fun, Energetic person wanted to
help.
Flexible hours. Route 9 subjects. GPA 3.0, access to a car.Call
care for 11 yr old girl and 12 yr old Office
Chestnut Hill. Across from Star 787-7622.
boy. Help with HW and simple
householdchores. Th 1-5. Car prefer- Market. Good typing skills and Recent art school graduate seeks
red. On T line. $5-6/hr. Call telephone personality required. female models for drawings and
General office duties. Call 232-8282. paintings. Looking for women of
965-2487 anytime.
exceptional beauty, 5'4 or taller. No
nudity and no experience nee, just
the ability to keep still. Have slides
of own artwork for reference. Call
Barian between 9pm-10pm, M-F.

53.50/hour Weekend Premium

iff 1

Greater Boston. Choose days/hours.
Call CCRC 547-1063.
Free Parking 500 ft from McElroy
if you buy or sell my 1987 Pontiac
STE. A terrific luxury car. Less 4k
miles. $15k or best offer. Dr.Gill
277-4336.
New York Times partime Customer
Service Reps. Sharp, articulate,
detail-oriented individuals needed
-

Love Adorable baby boy in need of
loving, experienced babysitter V/i-2
days/week. Great salary across from
T. Call Jayne 232-7064.
Sitter needed in Brookline for 2
good kids Tues. and Thurs.
afternoons $6/hr. 738-6674. Keep

Rhode Island
Hospital offers
Collegiate Nursing Assistants
more options than ever!

[

Heights

Substitute Child Care Work New or
experienced individual with diverse

__

Help Wanted

the

2, and enrollment is limited.

Please applyto Pat Monti, Department of Nursing, Rhode Island
Hospital, 593 Eddy Street, Providence,R102962. (401) 277-5409.
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

HOSPITAL
CARING ? CLINICAL EXCELLENCE
EDUCATION ? RESEARCH

-

At Smith Corona, simplicity
is the mother off invention-

547-8457.

Apartments/Roomates
Roommate wanted, female. Walk to
BC. Secure bldg. Parking, pool,
everything incl. $280. 782-2693.
Beautiful, Spacious, and Clean
describes this apt.! Outgoing and
nice are the roommates! Seconds
from the T or bus.! If you want to live
here second semester, call Christy at
782-8279

Roommate wanted to share 1 bdrm
1800 block of
Undergraduate.
Comm.Ave.
9 mo.
lease. $350/mo. Utilities included.
730-5618.
Wanted: Room and parking in
exchange for tutoring, occasionally
sitting with school age child. Clean,
directed, responsible, 25 year old
male, Californian. Flexible. Only in
healthy, quality environment. Close
to BC where I am a Hist, and Politics
grad student. Will work 10-15 hrs per
week for small comp. software firm.
Send phone number to Dana
Shoemaker, Hist. Dept., Carney 116,
Boston College, 02167.
Services
The Lesbian and Gay Community of
Boston College meets weekly
Tuesday evening 7:3opm McGuinn
340. Friends and supporters
welcome. Always confidential. For
more information write to LGCBC
apartment off

Our engineers racked their brains so you won't have to.
We started out with a very simpie idea.
To make electronic typewriters
and word processors that have lots
of great features but are very simple
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to use.
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So simple you
don't have to keep
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one eye on your
typing and one eye
on the instruction

H

HIM

We make
the simplest

typewriters

m memory.
'

manual.
So simple
don't need a degree
in

,

computer pro-

gramming to operate them.
So simple they can even make
a confirmed non-typist comfortable
at thekeyboard.
Call it human engineering if you
like. Or call it ergonomics. Or call it
plain old inspiration.
What we came up with is a
line of remarkable typewriters that
are sophisticated without being
complicated.
In fact, they're unlike any other
typewriters you've everseen before...
or used before...or muttered at before.
Take our new Smith Corona
SD 700. (Lots of people are going to.)

We call the SD 700 the Memory
Typewriter. You just may call it the
simplest typewriter in memory.
It features a 7,000 character
editable memory you can access with
the mere flip of a switch.
Combined with the 16character
LCD display you can proofread, correct and make changes before you
ever put anything down on paper
Of course, should you want to
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Give your typing a screen test.

make changes on paper, we've made
that simpler than ever too.
On the SD 700, as well as on
every new Smith Corona typewriter,
you'll find our new correcting
cassette.

It's easy-to-load and you can
insert it in seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading.
No tangles.
So now correcting mistakes
is as easy as making them.
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We've reformed
the correction system.

Add features like a Spell-Right
50,000 word electronic dictionary,
WordFind* Word Eraser," Full Line
Correction
and
got a typewriter that's not justincred.
\u25a0 . to use, but
i
ibly simple
simply
impnssible to pass up.
Of course, the same goes for
every other Smith Corona typewriter
and word processor as well.
Which is why we
recommend that you ffsF%,
hurry to your nearest ff M %
store and try our
\STSy
machines yourself.
jMHT
Obviously, they
//\\
won't come to you.
Jp m%.
Yet.
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Tarot Readings- Life, love, play-work,
the beauty of life, past, present,
future unfolds through the ancient
symbols of the tarot. $9persomin
reading. 926-5625.
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For more information on this product, write to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.X 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MIBIY4.
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We have over 4,000 sources of
Scholarships, Grants, Loans
just waiting to be claimed!
GUARANTEED RESULTS

*
*
«
*

Call Today lor Free Details

»

TOMORROWS TECHNOLOGY
AT YOUR TOUCH

Do You Need
Money for College?
We Can Help!

j 1-800-888-6088 S».
»

(OPERATOR 40)

«

|
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t National Scholastic Services I

****************************
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Programming for the week of
September 18, 1988.

Monday

19

10am-4pm Gold Key Blood
Drive, McCuinn 3rd floor
lounge. Sponsored by the Gold
Key Society (Lisa Kalp x3497).
11:30am-12:30pm Resume
Workshop, Career Center
(x3430).
4:30-s:3opm

4-s:lspm
Bereavement
Support Group, Gasson 215. If
someone you love has died,
you are not alone. Join us each
week or any week for
confidential support. Sponsored
by University Chaplaincy (Kerry

A&S Senior Maloney x 3475).
McGuinn 4:30-s:3opm A&S Senior
10am-4pm Gold Key Blood Meetings,
McGuinn
Drive: All week, McGuinn 3rd Auditorium. Gain an overview Meetings,
Auditorium.
Services,
of
Career
Center
the
Please
attend
one
floor lounge. Please come and
Sponsored
by
the
meeting.
save a life and feel good about on-campus recruiting program
yourself. It only takes a short and special events for A&S Career Center, x3430.
time, so come and give 'til it students. Please attend one 5-7pm Intercultural Cafe,
helps. Sponsored by the Gold meeting. Sponsored by the McElroy Cafe. Exotic coffees,
desserts and hors d'oeuvres
Key Society (Lisa Kalp x3497). Career Center (x3430).
1-2pm Resume Workshop, 4:30 Marketing Academy with music from around the
General Meeting, Devlin 008. world. Please stop by with yur
Career Center. (x3430).
friends for a relaxing evening.
4:3opm 'Aesthetics and Politics Please come and join or renew
what
membership
to see
in Early 20th Century Irish your
Light snacks served use meal
Literature', Carney 305. this year's Academy is all about!
card. Sponsored by the Hellenic
Lecturer is Dr. Mary Fitzgeral. Membership is $5.00. (Kenny Society and the ODSD
Intercultural Office (x8005)
Sponsored by the Irish Studies Grohe 558-3995).
Program, Thomas Flatley 7:30 pm WZBC Radio General -3:45-7pm Women's Prayer
Higgins
Lecture (Prof. Adele M. Meeting,
304. Group: 'Honesty, SelfIntroductory meeting for old Revelation and Women's
Dalsimer x3723).
5:30-7:3opm Black Student and new students wishing to get Spirityality/ McElroy 213.
Forum Ist General Meeting, involved with all aspects of Speaker: Dr. Lorna Hochstein,
Gasson Hall Room 306 radio broadcasting (Rob Pastoral Psychotherapist. Join us
(Yolanda Alford 558- 8865).
Schwarz 552-3511).
for an ecumenical prayer
7-B:3opm 'Introduction to the 8-11pm Auditions for "Night service and potluck supper.
University at
Mary's Mother", Lyons 409. Parts for Bring a friend and food to share.
Conference
Hall
Room. Part of women only. Monologue Sponsoed by the WRC and
Chaplaincy (Kerry Maloney
a 12-part series exploring a preferred. Sponsored by
(Contact
variety of approaches to and Contempary Theatre
x3475).
7:3opm BC NAACP Panel
aspects of prayer. Led by Stephanie Kulick or Cathi lanno
William Barry, SJ. Sponsored by 558-9158)
Discussion, Lyons 301 (Black
University Chaplaincy (Kerry 8:30-10pm Chamber Music Studies Library). Discussion will
Workshop, Lyons 423. $8 fee. cover information with regards
Maloney x 3475).
7:30-9pm Tour Guide and Pre-registration required. Open
to Financial Aid applications.
Greeter Workshop, McGuinn to BC Community, all Open to the public. (Lestina
Auditorium. For all accepted instruments. (Prof. Shapiro Cobb x3239).
7:30-9pm Day Visit Workshop,
Tour Guides and all students x4843).
wishing to be involved in the
McGuinn Auditorium. For all
Greeter Program. Sponsored by
students wishing to participate
the Student Admissions
in the Day Visit Program.
Program (Ellen Foley x3378).
Sponsored by the Student
8-11pm Auditions for 'Night
Admissions Program (Ellen
Mother', Lyons 409. Parts for
Foley x3378).
women only. Monologue
preferred. Sponsored by
Theatre
Contemporary
(Stephanie KulickorCathi lanno 10am-4pm Gold Key Blood
558-9158).
Drive, McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge. Sponsored by the Gold
Key Society (Lisa Kalp x3497).
12n-Ipm Resume Workshop,
.Carreer Center. (x3430).
4pm Gold Key General 10am-4pm Gold Key Blood
Meeting, Murray Conference Drive, McGuinn 3rd floor
Room. All are welcome. Please lounge. Sponsored by the Gold
come and learn more about us. Key Society (Lisa Kalp x3497).
1:30-2:30pm Resume Work(Lisa Kalp 552-3497).
-

Wednesday

21 Thursday
Friday
22

Tuesday

20

LIBRARY/RESOURCE HOURS:
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. Library

M-Th, B:3oam-lam
F, B:3oam-11pm
Sa, 9am-10pm

Su, 11am-lam

Bapst Library

Social Work Library, McGuinn Ist

Newton Resource Center
-.

shop, Career Center. (x3430).
4:30-s:3opm A&S Senior
Meetings,
McGuinn
Auditorium. Gain an overview
of Career Center Services, the
on-campus recruiting program
and special events for A&S
students. Please attend one
meeting. Sponsored by the
Career Center, x3430.
7pm International Welcome
Social, O'Connell House. AJI
are welcome to attend this
social for new and returning
international students. Free.
Sponsored by the Dean for
Student Development and the
International Club. (x8005)
7:3opm 'Fresh Female Faces in
Politics/ Barat House on the
Newton Campus. The wine and
cheese reception will feature
first-time running women
candidates
for
the
Massachusetts State Legislature
(from the Greater Boston Area),
who will share some reflections
about their 1988 campaigns.
Co-sponsored by the Women's
Resource Center, MA Political
Calculus, and the Boston
Network for Women in Politics
and Government. (Victoria
Daniloff x 4695).
Bpm 'Observe the Sons of
Ulster Marching Towards the
Somme,' Robsham Theater,
Bonn Studio. This powerful,
disturbing and subtle play
follows the experience of eight
men who volunteer to serve in
the 36th Ulster Division at the
beginning of the first World
War. McGuinness seeks to shed
some light on the tribal loyalties
and dark sense of destiny that
unite Ulster Protestants in
rlentless opposition to their
ancient Catholic enemy.
Sponsored by the University
Theater and the Boston
Shakespeare Co. (Bunny Doyle

..M-Th, B:3oam-12m
F, B:3oam-4:3opm

Sa, CLOSED
M-Th, 8:30-11pm
F, B:3oam-7pm
Sa, B:3oam-spm
Su, 12n-10pm
M-Th, 11am-12m
F, 11am-12m
Sa, Ipm-spm
Su, 12n-12m

x4609).

23

10am-4pm Gold Key Blood
Drive, McGuinn 3rd floor
lounge. Sponsored by the Gold
Key Society (Lisa Kalp x3497).
1.-2pm Resume Workshop,
Career Center. (x3430).
spm Freshmen Retreat, Marist
Center, Framingham, MA.
Leaving BC at spm. Spend a
weekend away with other
Freshmen to make new
deepen
acquaintences,
friendships, and share at a
deeper level. Everyone is
welcome and every viewpoint
is appreciated. Sign-up in
McElroy 215. $25 for the
weekend; pay at sign-up.
Sponsored by the Chaplaincy
(Eleanor MacLellan x3475).
7:30 & 10pm Good Morning
'Vietnam, McGuinn Auditor-

ium. Free with BC I.D.
Sponsored by the BC Film
Board (Joe Kolinski 552-3347).
Bpm 'Observe the Sons of
Ulster Marching Towards the
Somme' Robsham Theater,
Bonn Studio. Sponsored by the
University Theater and the
Boston Shakespeare Co. (Bunny
Doyle x4609).

Saturday
24

2pm 'Observe the Sons of
Ulster Marching Towards the
Somme' Robsham Theater,
Bonn Studio. Sponsored by the
University Theater and the
Boston Shakespeare Co. (Bunny
Doyle x4609).
7:30 & 10pm Good Morning
Vietnam,
McGuinn
Auditorium. Free with BC I.D.
Sponsored by the BC Film
Board (Joe Kolinski 552-3347).
9pm-lam
Reggae
Fest,
O'Connell House. Featuring the
band 'Jah Spirit'. $5 cover.
(Amy Anderson x4310)

Sunday
25
7:30

&

10pm Good Morning

Vietnam,

Auditorium.

McGuinn
Free with BC I.D.

Sponsored by the BC Film
Board (Joe Kolinski 552-3347).
Bpm 'Observe the Sons of
Ulster Marching Towards the
Somme' Robsham Theater,
Bonn Studio. Sponsored by the
University Theater and the
Boston Shakespeare Co. (Bunny
Doyle x4609).
B:3opm Fletch, O'Connell
House. $.99 Film Series (Amy
Anderson x4310).

Monday

26
1-2pm Resume Workshop,
Career Center (x3430).
7-B:3opm 'Introduction to the

University Prayer/ St. Mary's
Hall Conference Room. Part of
a 12-part series exploring a
variety of approaches to and
aspects of prayer. Led by
William Barry, S.J. Sponsored
by University Chaplaincy (Kerry
Maloney x3475)

